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ABSTRACT

This

study

explored

the

relationship

between

L.D.S.

seminary di.s':,1ntinuation and the characteristics of individual
dropouts.

It

also

characteristics
seminary.

of

sought

to

identify

distinguishing

students

who

continue

enrollment

in

The seminary teachers and the program itself were

considered

for

their

continue attendance.

impact

parental

practlces were considered.
in

a

student's

declsion

to

Major factors such as peer associations,

Priesthood involvement,

requlrements

on

influence and

recruitment

The role of public school academic

connection

with

premature

semlnary

dissociation were also investigated.
Ini tiall y a sampl e of dropout and continuing students
from Southern Arizona were interviewed uSlng an open-ended,
semi-structured format.

This process elicited data ln four

major domains: 1. discrimlnating personal characterlstics; 2.
external factors; 3. structural factors; and 4. church related
factors.

The responses were analyzed and used to develop a

second questionnaire.

This second

~urvey

questionnaire was

then administered to a larger sample of dropout and continuing
students throughout Arizona.
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CHAPTER 1

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Every man is a piece of the continent,
a part of the main; if a clod be washed
away by the sea, Europe is the less, as
well as if a promontory were, as well as
if a mano~ of thy friends or of thine own
were, . . . therefore never send to know
for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee.
John Donne, Devotions XVII.
Introduction
Dropout is of serious import to all insti tutions.
Multitudinous dissertations and articles that address public
school

discontinuance

serve

to

echo

society's

concern.

Although the proportion of young people who have failed to
tinish high school
years,

the

has declined markedly

attention

focused

on

this

in the last

area

has

few

escalated

substantially. Rumberger (1987, p.101)' reviewing the current
state of dropout research, proposes that "more research has
appeared on the problem of dropouts in the last two years than
in perhaps the previous fifteen."

Despite the interest and

improvements in this area, educators, and policy makers are
faced with few mora glaring statistics that bespeak failure
than the 16% dropout rate (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1985)
among our nation's high school students.

14

For the religious instructor, dropout also implies
fai 1ure.
failure

But more than a social or economic tragedy, this
has the

onus of eternal

significance.

For most

religions the worth of the soul is great and the loss of one
is worth leaving the ninety and nine.

For the teacher who

truly desires to affect students' lives, the empty seat at
quarter break

can be a painful experience.

In a profession

where one can always do more, the thought that perhaps one
has not done enough can be haunting.
As with the caring teacher, so it is with the parent.
Dro{:out

is much more than a statistic,

portent of things to come.

it is

an ominous

For if religious education leads

to continued church activity,

(Kimball, 1975), the converse

reality of its discontinuance is

foreboding.

Some parents who ascribe to the belief that "if you
have not chosen the Kingdom of God first, it will in the end
make no difference what you have chosen instead" (Law, 1762)
may find leaving religious instruction a greater tragedy than
the failure to achieve graduation from high school.
To meet the religious educational needs of its youth
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day-Saints (L.D.S Church)
sponsors daily religious classes.

The educational arm of the

church is known as the Church Educational System.

Since its

inception in 1912, the Church Educational System has been
thoroughl y

conuni t ted

to

bal ancing

secul ar

education wi th

15

religious studies.

Seminary is an institution in the system

designed to provide that balance for high school youth.
The L.D.S. Church is the major sponsor of released
time religious education in the Uni ted States. Where possibl e
the church provides

buildings and teachers adjacent to high

schools.

attend seminary on a

Students

conjunction with their other classes.

The

daily basis
church

in

also

provides early morning or home study programs for students
living in areas where released time is not legally permissible
or feasible.
The seminary curriculum is derived from the
works

(scriptures)

Testament,

of

the

church.

Old

standard

Testament,

New

Book of Mormon and The Doctrine and Covenants

constitute the four year program.
The

stated

goals

and

objectives

of

the

Educational System are as follows:
The purpose of the Church Educational System
is to assist the home in the moral and
spiritual education of Church youth through
a program of weekday religious instruction.
In impl ementing this goal, there have been
variations in approacn as the Board of
Education has responded to contemporary needs
and conditions.
Throughout this process of
growth and development, the following primary
objectives have always received consistent
emphasis.
~cripture-centered Curriculum
The most powerful tool for helping young
peopl e stay d ase to the Lord and develop
spiritually is the gospel of Jesus Christ as
revealed in the scriptures-the good news of

Church

16
immo~tality and redemption that gives meaning
to life (see Alma 31: 5). Curriculum materials
not only teach the saving principles of the
gospel but also emphasize their application
in the daily lives of students.

Faithful and competent ~ployees
Faithful men and women are employed as
teachers and administrators. The teachers,
who love youth and command their respect and
admi~ation,
a~e
capable of exercising an
influence for good over students.
The
teachers are young in spi ri t and abl e to
empathize with youth.
Teachers are also
competent
in
the methodoloQY of
their
profession.
Effective Teachi~g Methods and Environment
There is a continuing effort to promote
teaching methods and condi tions that wi 11
effectively assist youth in developing a
testimony of Jesus Christ and of the ~estored
gospel. An integral part of this effo~t is
the maintenance of a 1 earning environment that
will nurture an active, intelligent search for
truth as well as a sincere commi tment to app 1 y
gospel principles in home life,
Church
service, and vocational pursuits. (Bl-2, 1987,
Policies and Procedures Handbook).
With

the

priority

vested

dropout is always a major concern.

in

religious

education,

In Southern Arizona, the

context of this study, only 81 of the 133 potential seminary
graduates (class of 1989) will have successfully completed the
four year program.

For the church, parents and teachers this

is an alarming statistic.
While these figures may be alarming, they do not tell
the whol e

story.

There

is

a

need for

introspection

by

teachers and administrators, and yet there are most likely
external factors.

In the community under consideration, state

17

and local educational requirements dictate that many released
time students attend summer sc},,,ol or do some other form of
make-up work.

Some students may be unwilling or unable to pay

such a price.
interest,

Individual student characteristics

attitudes

of

friends,

parental

I

such as

influence

and

academlC ability may also have an effect on an individual's
lnvolvement in seminary.
The identification of such significant varlables may
have

val uabl e

Competent

imp Ilea tions

research

programs that more

may

to

provide

fully meet

numerous
direction

organi zati ons .
for

the needs of

educational

the students.

Parents may have other avenues for helping their children and
teachers may more clearly realize that not all dropouts are
the result of personal failure.

It is with these goals in

mind that this study was undertaken.

Statement of the Problem
This study explored the relationship between L.D.S.
seminary discontinuation and the characteristics of lndividual
dropouts.

It

characterlstics
seminary.

also
of

sought
~tudents

to

identify

distinguishing

who

continue

enrollment

ln

The seminary teachers and the program itself were

considered

for

their impact on

continue

attendance.

Major

a student's decision
factors

such

as

to

peer

associations, Priesthood involvement, parental influence and

18

recruitment practices were considered.
school academic requirements

The role of publlc

in connection with premature

seminary disassociation was also investigated.

Purpose of the study
This study sought to determine what distinguishing
personal

characteristlcs

remaining in seminary.
similarlties

and

contribute
It al so

differences

to

sought

between

persisters in this religious program.

dropping

out

or

to determine

persisters

and

the
non-

This study also sought

to determine the relationship between parental, teacher and
other major

influences

(ie.

individual,

seminary course-related factors) on

demographic,

and

students' decisions to

discontinue or remain in a four year religious educational
experience.
districts'

It

also

educational

addresses

the

requirements

on

impact
the

of

school

completion

of

religious educational programs.

Research Questions
The following research questions gave direction to the
study:
1.

~re

there discriminating personal characteristics

(specifically, academic achievement; attitudes towards
r-el igi ous

education;

soc ioe con omi c

3ta tus ;

19
~ace/ethnicity;

and

sex)

seminary dropouts from
2.

that

distinguish

LOS

continuing students?

Are there external factors (specifically, peer
associations; parental lnfluence; work; advanced
educational opportunities; early assumption of adult
roles and outside support by others) that determine
students' continuation in religious education?

3.

Are

there

structural

factors

wi thin

the

seminary

system (speci ficall y, teacher proficiency and rapport;
type of program; the program itself and recruitment
techniques) that affect seminary continuance?
4.

Are

there

Priesthood

church

related

involvement)

factors

that

(specifically

have

an

effect

on

seminary continuance or discontinuance?

Significance of the Study
This study

provides information regarding personal

characteristics of dropout students compared to non-dropout
students.

The

study

also explored

peer,

parental influences on seminary attendance.
investigated

the

academic

variables

Priesthood
The study

that

pertain

continuance or discontinuous of religious education.

It

and
also
to
also

looked at the seminary program and teacher's impact on student
persistence.

20

ThlS research may call
publ i c educational
education.

attention to the impact

of

requi rements on reI eased time reI igi ous

Adverse impact to religious organizations due to

increased state and local credit requirements may be worthy
of consideration when such increases are discussed.

Religious

organizations may consider alternative approaches to offering
instruction to credit beleaguered youth.
This study will contribute to the data available to
church administrators and ecclesiastical
to provide religious

education for

leaders as they seek

their

youth.

It

also

provides an additional basis for determining religious program
offerings and strategies for enhancing continued enrollment.

Assumptions
The

following

assumptions

prevail

throughout

the

study:
1.

That seminary records are accurate regarding student
enrollment and completion.

2.

That accurate, unbiased, interview data

~as

collected

from students.
3.

That data from 1988-1989 were typical of the student
characteristics and seminary processes which operate
within the chosen schools.

2l

Summary
Student discontinuance of religious education is a
great

concern

administrators.

to

parents,

teachers,

church

leaders

and

Programs and policies need to address current

compl etion impediments.

Students wi th characteristics of

potential dropouts need to be identified and remedial programs
implemented.

An

empirical

study

of

student

personal

characteristics, local educational requirements, peer, church
and parental influences, and seminary teacher factors will be
of great value.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Al though sometimes I have fel t that I held
fi re in my hands and spread a page wi th
shining-I have never lost the weight of
cl umsiness, of ignorance, of aching inabi li ty.
--John Steinbeck
Introduction
To gain an understanding of released time religious
education discontinuance, it is useful to review the results
of research on the determinants of hilJh school dropout in
general.

A large amount. of this research has identified a

wide range of variables that are associated with dropping out.
Family

background

consistently

and

linked

to

socioeconomic
the

high

status

school

(SES)

attrition

are
rate.

Demographic, school-related, peer and individual factors are
also well-known contributors.

Much like the lone Christmas

fruit-cake, the dropout factors seem to show up at the door
of each study, neatly wrapped and conveniently passed on.
There

are

researchers.
inquiry.

major

studies

that

are

referred

to

by

most

They provide a solid foundati on for further

23

Individual Characteristics
An appropriate place to begin dropout inquiry is with
the individual.

In a comprehensive review,

Pa 11 as

(1984)

classified individual characteristics other than (SES) that
are associated with dropping out of school into three groups;
academic pei:'formance,

"goci al disabil ity" (poor social and

interpersonal skills, delinquent behavior), and "accelerated
role transitions" (the early assumptions of adult roles as
worker, spouse, or parent).
Academic

performance.

Educational

progress

and

performance indicators as predictors of dropping out are of
interest to policy makers because they are measurable and
susceptible to manipulation.

Factors such as student ability

and performance need to be understood in relation to
incidence of dropout.

Insights

in this area wi 11

the

enabl e

authorities to identify students at tisk and to channel those
at risk into special programs.
Barro and Kolstad (1987)

looking at data from High

School and Bey,nd (HS&B) found, as expected, that test scores
and grades are highly correlated to the incidence of dropout.
They established. that "the dropout rate falls off rapidly as
test scores increase" (p. 45).

Students whose tests scores

placed them in the lowest ability quartile were "eight times
more likely to dropout, on average, than [were] students who
[scored]

in

the

highest

ability

Quartile"(p.45).

The
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relationship of school discontinuance to self-reported high
school grades was even stronger.
lowest grade bracket,

"Among students in the

less than D's, i t is an exceptional

achievement to earn a high school diploma"(p.46).
percent of the

d~opouts

Forty-two

in the HS&B study reported grades of

mostly D's in school (Hahn, Andrew, 1987).
cohort, some res(i!archers

Using the same

(e.g., Ekstrom, Goertz, Pollack

&

Rock 1986) have found that the "typical sophomore who remained
in school

reported a grade average of B, whi 1 e those who

dropped out reported grades of "mostly C's," (the discrepancy
between the two studies is a matter of degree and was not
explained).

Ekstrom et al. (1986) further reported that the

gap between non-dropouts and dropouts is greater in the area
of school performance than it is in tested achievement.

Not

surprisingly, students who failed to continue their education
reported doing 2.2 hours of homework a week compared with 3.4
hours a week reported by stayers, (Ekstrom et al. 1986).
Hill (1975) reported that IQ had an important effect
on dropout for "whites", whereas the "knowledge of the world
of

work"

was

"nonwhites".

found

to

be more

related

to

dropout

for

Hill assumed that the former measures cognitive

development, ability to read, write, calculate and articulate,
and the latter measures "a spirit of inqu.iry into the nature
of the labor market and or motivation for the acquisition of
more applied information"(p.22).

Regardless of their precise

25
meaning,

it appears

that

higher

performance

c:;.

such

tests

relates to school completion.
The inference that limited intelligence is strongly
implicated in early school leaving is a logical one.
in a review of rel ated literature,

However,

Sewell. Palmo and Manni

(1981) found that three-fourths of those who drop out of high
school

have

superior

the

requisi te

(1980)

work.3erlach

dropouts

have

a

abi I i ty

higher

to

do

pointed

intelligence,

passing
out
as

or

that

even

"black

measured

by

standardized IQ tests, than those blacks who remain in school"
(p. 491),

This appears to be conslstent with Hill's (1975)

findings concerning "nonwhites",
Working with 65 high school dropouts who were enrolled
in an Experlmental Career Awareness Program. Sewell. ?almo and
Mannl (1981) found that on measures of intelligence the mean
perfor:nance of dropouts was below that of the standardl .-:i
samples.
dropouts

They also reported that "an undetermined number of
were

intellectually

capable

of

performing at

average or above average level academicall y" (p. 70).

an

They

conclude that

there is a need to reexamine the notion that

poor

performance

academic

and subsequent

dropping

out

of

school results primarily from the inability to keep up with
the curncular demands.

They

achievement

soclal

institutional

motivation,
impact

of

suggest

the school

class

that

factors

like

influence

and

may have a more potent
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inf I uence on school continuance than IQ.

Ekstrom et al"

(1986) also assert that school performance, as measured by
grades, is more important in explaining dropout behavior than
sophomore ability, as measured by test scores.
In sum, while ability must definitely be a factor it
need not be deterministic.

Many students with poor ability

complete high school successfully.

A low

IQ score is not

necessarily an antecedent of school failure.

One of the best

predictors of school performance is school performance. While
lack of ability may be related to poor grades, it is poor
grades that are highly predictive of non-graduation.
Attitudes towards school.
school

and

performance

teachers
than

Negative attitudes about

may have a more di rect

ability.

However,

inf I uence

on

the

correlational

direction of these three variables is unclear.

Looking at the

National Longi tudinal Survey of Youth Labor Market Experience,
Rumberger (1983) found that 29% of the dropouts cited dislike
for school as their reason for leaving school

prematurely.

In 1982, students in the HS&B study were asked their reason(s)
for leaving.

The most frequently reported reasons for leaving

school were poor grades and a dislike for school (Ekstrom et
al., 1986).
Social disabil ity.

As previous 1 y mentioned, social

class influence may have an lmpact on school performance and
compl etion.

Sewell et al. (1981) suggest that the educational

".,

"

system plays

a

prominent

structure in America.
students

ostensibly

reinforcement

and

ro 1 e

in

reproducing

They hypothesize that
perceive

tracking

the

system

the

lower

differe~tial

(presumably

I

cl ass

income

academic
based

on

ability) as a means of relegating them to the socioeconomic
status of their parents.

This form of social handicapping.

they believe. leads to dropping out.

The line between social

disability and socioeconomic factors may be negligible.

While

socloeconomi c background has been es tabl ished to correl ate
with the high school
adjustment has not

attrition rate.

(H~well

sociability or social

and Frese 1982; Pallas 1984; Combs

and Cooley, 1968).
Another individual factor that has been measured ln
connection with dropout is self-esteem.

Measuring several

psychological

(1968)

factors.

combs

and Cooley

found

that

"controls" scored significantly higher than dropouts on seven
of the scales:

Tidiness, Calmness, Vigor. Sel f -Confidence.

Culture. Mature Personality, and Sociability.
higher mean scores on only two:

Dropouts had

Leadership and Impulsiveness.

Ekstrom et al. (1986) stated that:
The dropouts appear to feel alienated from
school life.
They report lower levels of
participation
in
most
extracurricular
activities, especially in athletics.
They
are less likely to feel satisfied with the
way their education is going, to be interested
in scheel, or to like werking hard in school.
They are al so less 1 ikel y to feel that they
are popular with other students, to feel that
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other students see them as good students, as
athletes, or as important, and more likely to
feel
that other students see them as
troublemakers (p.360).
Sewell

(1981),

using multiple regression analysis,

presented findings on self-concept that are inconsistent with
the above studies.
Except for the significant contribution of
sel f-concept to arithmetic in the mul tipl e
regression, all the predictor variables which
highlight the personal attributes of the
dropout--their feelings about themselves,
their perceptions of social reinforcement from
signi ficant persons, and their feel ing of
responsibility for their academic experience,
have contributed negligibly to the prediction
of academic outcome (p.74).
A

reasonabl e

explanation

for

these

seemingly

contradictory findings may be that while the former studies
found a correlation between these personal characteristics
and dropout, the latter study looked at causality.

Although

self-esteem may be related to dropout, it is possibly a result
rather than a cause of poor academic achievement.
In support of this conclusion, Ekstrom et al. (1986)
may have identified the proper relationship by looking at the
relatedness

of

the

self-concept

questions.

The

HS&B

questionnaires included scales to measure self-esteem, locusof-control, gender role attitudes, and life values.
esteem i terns

that

focused on whether

Self-

the students had

posi ti va attitude toward themsel ves or fel t

a

of equal worth

when compared with others showed no significant differences
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between dropouts and continuing students.

However, when asked

1f they were satisfied with themselves or if they had much to
be proud of, dropouts were significantly more likely than
stayers to show lower self-concept.
On most measures of locus-of-control, dropouts' sense
of control was significantly more external, indicating that
they are more likely than continuing students to feel

that

their destiny is out of their hands (Ekstrom, 1986; Rumberger,
1987).
Whil e researchers have found statisti cal signi ficance,
Mensch (1988), in an overview of dropout literature, reported
that "by and large, the personality variables that have been
measured are not the most important predictors of premature
school leaving" (p.96).
Del inguent behavior. Having had discipl inary probl ems
in school, having been suspended or placed on probation, and
having been in serious troubl e wi th the 1 aw have all been
correlated with premature school leaving (Barra and Kolstad,
1987).

Students that fall within one of these categories

leave school at rates on the order of thirty

percent, while

those who do not report such experiences leave at rates of
around 10 percent.
dropouts were more

Ekstrom (1986) also reported that the
likely to "cut

classes",

to have

had

disciplinary problei'Ct:1, or have been suspended from school, or
to have had trouble with the police. Dropouts are also more
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likely than other young people to engage in substance abuse.
Mensch (1988) using the National Longitudinal Survey of Young
Adults, (a sample of young Americans Aged 19-27 in 1984) found
that high school dropouts were more involved with cigarettes
and illicit drugs

than were graduates.

They found that,

"controlling for other important risk factors, prior use of
cigarettes, marijuana, and other lllicit drugs

in~reases

the

propensity to drop out and that the earlier the initiation
into drugs, the greater the probability of premature school
leaving"(p.95).
These effects of student behaviors and choices on the
dropout rate

have been demonstrated in numerous

studies.

However, as with personality variables, delinquent behaviors
are not independent factors and .::annot be cited to "explain"
dropping

out,

because

the

direction

question (Barro & Kolstad, 1987).

of

causation

is

in

Antisocial behavior is most

likely a concomitant symptom with dropping out and is perhaps
more useful as an identifier than a predictor of "at risk"
students.
Accelerated Role
early

assumption

schooling has

of

The belief that the

Transitio~s.

adult

considerable

roles

reduces

empirical

commitment

support.

The

to
most

consistent finding is that the risk of early school leaving
among girls is much greater for those

~ho

becomo

p~rcnts

th~n
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for those who remain chil dl ess during adol escence (Mensch,
1988; Howell & Frese 1982).
Few overviews of dropout research fail to mention the
connection

of

established

pregnancy

that

and dropout.

there

is

a

strong

It

has

been well

association

between

marriage or childbearing and school discontinuance.

Having

children without being married is connected to a doubling of
the

female

dropout

insignificant
1987).

rate,

but

to

only

a

statistically

increase in the male rate (Barro

&

Kolstad,

On the other hand, marriage does have a significant

posi tive relationship to
Kolstad, 1987).

young men dropping out

(Barro

&

Most researchers assert that issues of

causation have not been resolved, and it cannot be concluded
that modifying these behaviors would, in and of itself, alter
the dropout rate.

(Barro

&

Kolstad, 1987; Rumberger, 1983;

Howell and Frese, 1982).
Howell

and

Frese

reported evidence on the
teenage marriage,

(1982)

proposed

that

previously

determinants and consequences of

parenthood, and dropping out are suspect

because of the general use of retrospective data collection.
Students were usually asked why they dropped out after they
had

assumed

"distorted

the
their

adult

roles.

reports

to

The
lncl ude

respondents may
attitudes

that

have
are

generally associated with early role transitions" (Howell and
Frese, 1982, p. 52).
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Using a longitudinal design Howell and Frese (1982)
examined precursors of early transition into adult roles.
Interviewing a sample of fifth and sixth-grade students and
their parents during 1969 in six southern states, they sought
to

discover

plausible

marriage and dropping

antecedents
out.

of

Contrary

early
to

parenthood,

the majori ty

of

research they found that "the determinants of earl y transition
to

the

role

of

parent

or

spouse

do

not

appear

to

be

socioeconomic origins, parental child-rearing techniques or
other specific influences, academic ability or performance or
preadolescent aspirations, as has generally been hypothesized
in

the

literature"(p.51).

transitions

undoubtedly

have

Therefore,
an

while

impact

on

early
early

role
school

discontinuance, the cause of these antecedents is unclear.
Work.

The economic ramifications of drop out is the

concern most frequently expressed of educators, researchers
and policy makers.

Economic background is perhaps the most

predictive variable for school continuance.
and aim of schooling being financial,

With the impetus

the tug of finances

during school needs to be considered.
Between seventy and eighty-five percent of youth in
all race/sex groups

except minod ty femal es work sometime

while attending high school.

By grade 12 work involvement is

al so intensi ve, those who work average between 15 and 18 hours

of work per week (O=Amico, 1984).

Such

involvement, it is
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assumed,

should

have

serious

effect

on

the

high

school

attrition rate.
In reality, student employment is a two edged sword.
Whi l e i t

can

reduce

available

time

for

study

and

extracurricular activities, which promote school completion,
It can also sensltize a student to the need of educational
credentials.
quitting

Although students may cite economic reasons for

school,

a

corresponding

continuing students:
reality

of

minimum

"Did
wage

Wi thout being so direct,

query

could

the monotony

cause

you

to

of

want

be

work
to

made
and

of
the

graduate?"

some researchers have probed this

question.
About twenty percent of the discontinuing students in
Rumberger's

(1987)

study cited having to work to help out

their families as their reason for dropping out.
al.

Ekstrom et

(1986) from the HS&B cohort found that:
Dropouts were slightly more likely to be
working for pay during their sophomore year
(forty seven percent) than were stayers (forty
two percent).
The future dropouts reported
working more hours per week than the stayers
and recei ving a higher hour 1 y wage.
The
dropouts were more likely to report finding
their current or most
recent
job more
enjoyable than school (sixty six percent) than
the stayers (fifty four percent).
The
dropouts also reported that their job was more
important to them than school more often than
did the stayers (twenty, three percent vs. ten
percent (p.361).

---------

-
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Solely addressing the question of school achievement
and completion in consequence of employment, D'runico (1984)
correlated the

N~ticu~!

rongitudinal Study (NLS) youth cohort

performance records with self reported work schedules.

His

findings, along with those of Ekstrom (1986) and Pallas (1984)
bear out that there are two sides to the employment issue. The
overall

results

generalizations.

of
First,

D'Amico's

study

suggest

two

there was a significant positive

effect on class rank and school completion for students who
had some work invol vement.

I t is assumed that high school

employment may foster personality characteristics relevant to
academic achievement (D'Amico, 1984).

It was also surmised

that employed students better understood the world of work and
the need for an education.
The second generalization was

that

the beneficial

effects of employment corresponded to the intensity of the
student's work schedul e.
instill
transfer

Modest level s of employment can

work perspectives and habits that can beneficially
to

school

performance.

However,

greater

work

involvement (over twenty hours per week), while providing no
additional benefits, may distract from

satisfactory school

performance and completion.
Family Socioeconomic Background
Although the4e Q4e many dive4gant findings in d40pout
inquiry, nearly all researchers concur that family background
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is

a significant

consistently

factor-.

linked

indl ca tors of

to

"The

factors most

the incidence

fami 1 y soci oeconomic

of

str-ongly

dr-opping

status

(SES)

and

out

ar-e

and other-

aspects of family backgr-ound" (Barro and Kolstad, 1987, p.2).
Rumberger (1987)

in his review of 1 iteratur-e obser-ved that

"numer-ous studies have found that dropout rates are higher- for
students from families of low socioeconomic status, no matter
what particular

factors

are used to measure

socioeconomic

s tat us" ( p . 10 1 ) .
One

of

the

rare

excepti ons

In

findings of Coomes and Cooley (1968).

this

area was

the

In their survey, nine

questions dealt with socloeconomic factors such as father-s'
and mothers'
family income.

occupation,

i terns

in the home,

and estimated

1;hey concluded: "it is important to note that

ther-e was no slgnificant difference between the dr-opouts and
controls

on

this

socioeconomic

environment

var-iable,

indicating that the economic conditions of the home do not
appear to be forcing students out of school" (p. 351) .

This

concluslon is truly unique and may be reflective of the nature
of the questions used and an unclear approach to family income
(other researchers have found

income a

difficul t

factor

to

measure) .
Mensch's (1988) surranary of dropout research found that
par-ental occupation, education, and rami ly income are the most
important factors even when more proximate character-istics of
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adolescents

are

performance,

included,

education

such

as

academic

aspirations,

abllity

childbearing

and
and

delinquency, (e.g. Coleman 1987; Howell and Frese 1982; Pallas
1984).

These three factors wlll be briefly addressed here.
P~re~~al

and

Kolstad

occupation.

(1987)

Utilizing the HS&B cohort Barro

measured

the

effects

of

parental

occupation, education, and income as they relate to school
continuation.

They found that the dropout rates for students

with fathers in the mid-level and low-level occupations were
62 percent and

115 percent greater, respectively, than the

rates for students with fathers in the high-level occupations.
The relationship to mother's occupation was also evident but
not as

strong.

A student whose mother has

a

low-level

occupation was 72 percent more likely to dropout than students
with mothers in the high-level category.

In the mid-level

range the likelihood was twelve percent greater compared to
mothers

in the

high

level

category.

For students

whose

mothers remain at home the dropout rate fell between low and
mid-level.
There
race/ ethnici ty.

were
It

some

di fferences

between

sex

and

appears that having a father in a high-

level occupation contributed to school continuance more for
females than nlales.

For blC\cks,

there was

a correlation

between low-level occupations and dropout, but in the midrange there was no clear relationship.

"The sensitivity of
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Hispanic

d~opout

~ates

evident relationship

to parents' occupation is low, with no
males"

fo~

(Ba~ro

and Kolstad,

1987,

p. 26) .

Parental educa Hon.
empirically

established

I t has been correct 1 y assumed and

that

parental

positively related to high school

education

completion.

level

is

Barro and

Kolstad (1987) propose that:
Compared to students with the most educated
fathers (college graduates o~ more), students
whose fathe~s have "some college" are ove~ 50
pe~cent more likely to d~op out; those whose
fathers are high school graduates only are
about 100 !,e~cent mo~e likely to drop out;
and those whose fathers did not finish high
school are nearly 250 percent more likely to
d~op out (p. 29).
Hill (1975) suggests that the educational attainment
of

the

dropout.

parents

is

the most

He also suggests

independent

of

educational

impo~tant

variable

that educational
expectations

affecting

level
and

is not

that

the

combination of the two have a strong effect on the educational
aspi~ations

of

the child.

Sewell

demonstrated a relationship

and

l:;~~;.;ee ..

Hause~

(1972)

have

;::rental education and

educational encouragement and suggest that both have a nexus
to school graduation.
Perhaps

a

more

surprising

finding

is

that

the

mother's educational attainment is "slightly more i.mportant
than that of the father's In affecting the drop out decision"

-...---

.
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(Hill, 1975,

p.25).

Concurring, Howell and Frese

(1982),

lookinq at early role transitions, found that:
Mothers' actual educational expectations are
most sensitive to these role transitions,
particularly school leavinq. Controlling for
the prior and significant influences of race,
fatalism and maternal expectations 6 years
earlier, the strongest relative effect on
mothers' educational expectations is dropping
out (p. 64).
Ekstrom et al. (1986) echoed this with:
The mother's educational aspirations for the
student, the number of study aids in the home,
parental invol vement in curricul urn choice, and
the provision of opportunities for nonschool
learning
all
affect
school
academic
performance and lor deportment (p. 37).
Family

income.

student-reported

variables are of dubious quality.

family

income

In the HS&B survey Barro

and Kolstad (1987) found that the nonresponse rate on income
questions was relatively high; thus, the reliability of data
was considered to be low.

They suggest that "the relationship

between income and the dropout rate is weaker and less clearcut (non-linear) than one would anticipate with a reliable
income indicator"(p.28).

They did find that those who placed

their income level in the bottom third had a higher dropout
rate.

However, those who rated their income in the top third

had a higher rate than those of the middle third.
exception to this pattern were black females.

The only

Their dropout

rate was "much lower among students who place their families
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in the middle third of the income distribution than for those
who indicate either the top or bottom third"(p.28).
findings may suggest why Coomes and Coo 1 ey' s

These

resul ts

unique with regards to economic factors in the horne.

were
There

may be a curvilinear relationship to economic factors,

with

the high and low ends of the economic scale being more related
to dropout.

A straight 1 ine measure may yield "no significant

difference" (Coomes and Cooley, p. 351, 1968).
In sum,
occupation are

when fami 1 y income, parental
considered collectively

socioeconomic status, a lower status is

as

education and

an indicator

~ignificantly

to fai I ure to compl ete a high school education.
ethnic

differences

Kolstad,

1987),

that

correlate

to

but when controlling

dropout

related

There are
(Barro

for other

of

and

backgroul1d

variables, minorities are as likely (and, in some instances,
significantly more likely) to complete high school than are
whites (Howell and Frese 1982; Pallas 1984; Rumberger).

"The

higher dropout rates observed among blacks or Hispanics than
among whites appear to be due
resources" (Mensch
(1988)

holds

&

Kandel, 1988, p.97).

leading

However, Medina

that Hispanics also have the added burden of

1 inguistic differences.
economic

to their lower socioeconomic

barriers
d~opout

are

The
the

contingent.

combination

basis

for

of

language

Hispanics

being

and
the
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Structural Factors
As one reviews the dropout literature in regards to
structural factors (elements inherent in the school systems
themselves,

ie.

administration,

policy

and

government

influences) it quickly becomes apparent that battle lines have
been drawn.

The research that points to individual and family

background variables for causation is seen by structuralists
as a dodge to obscure racism, sexism and class discrimination.
Such charges of injustice are emotionally charged and

those

who seek to scrutinize the system are faced with the arduous
task of substantiation.

Showing empirically that schools are

designed to perpetuate social class is a nearly impossible
task.
that

It is the nature of the task, rather than its validity
makes

it

is

easy

to

understand why

few

take

this

perspective.
Social class.

Fine and Rosenberg (1983) attack the

"hidden curriculum" of schools and suggest that students who
drop out (most of whom are academically capable) are simply
"resisting the dominant ideology of school and work" (p. 259) .
They maintain that by "focusing on student and/ or famil y
deficits
equalizers

the
I

view

that

educational

remains intact" (p. 261).

systems

are

'great
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~rom

interviewing dropouts from the South Bronx, Fine

and Rosenberg (1983) developed the following:
What emerged is a profile of the dropout who
is
academicall y
average,
reI ati vel y
not
depressed, typical in attributions of success
and failure, not conforming, and most willing
to resist an unjust act by a teacher.
In
marked contrast, the still active students
parody the stereotypes of dropouts.
Those
still
active
are
relatively
depressed,
conforming, and reluctant to take initiative
on their own behalf (p.267).
The dropout
underdog

who

is

they

portray

unwilling

is

to

the heroic,

accommodate

resisting

to

a

hidden

curriculum that fails to meet his or her needs or who is at
1 eC!st an "informant,

our

maJor

recognize

aware of the contradictions of one

lnstitutions"(p.269).

These

the

of

promise

formal

ill us i on" ( p . 270) •

If

the student

students
mobil i ty

is

black,

of

"often
as

an

hispanic,

or

female, the system will relegate them to their proper station.
Onl y

the

brave

Regardl ess,

dropouts

thei r

"unrecognized,

rebel

at

this

unsolicited critique

delegitimated

by

the

Stepford
of

process.

school s

prevailing

wi 11

Vlew

go
that

dropouts are deviant, lazy, or inadequate"(p.259).
On the same lines, Papagiannis et al.
a

theoretical

argument that school

(1983) propose

systems unintentionally
ReI ying heavil y

on

athnogr-aphic r-esearch they suggest

that dropping out is

an

institutionally-determined

circumstance.

dupl icate the social

class

structure.

social

School
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attrition is socially enhanced by teachers who unconsciously
repl icate a stratified society in the classroom.
important

outcomes

~egitimation

of

schooling

may

be

" ... the most

reproduction

and

of prevailing social class relations ... " (p.364).

Students are unwittingly assigned to groups on the basis of
factors such as dress, speech or odor. That practice compounds
socioeconomic disadvantl'1 :!::> for those in the lower groups.
I

Therefore, while empirical research consistently demonstrates
that students from less advantaged backgrounds drop out of
school in disproportionate large numbers, the school system
is actually exacerbating the problem.
In a society that prides

i tsel f

in val uing equal

educational opportunity as a means of economic equalization,
the

argument

that

education is merely

an

instrument

continuing the social class strata remains an outlier.

for
This

may explain why the majority of research has been preoccupied
with personal and family variables.
Family

background.

Medina

(1988 )

addressed

extensively the issue of structural implications in connection
with family background.

He proposed that the system's plea

for academic excellence is in direct opposition to the notion
of equity in education.
As

discussed previously,

low

SES

is

perhaps

the

greatest measured contributor to school discontinuance.

This

finding is of sol emn importance for minori ties who,

whi 1 e
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struggling with language obstacles, are overly represented in
lower SES.
story.

For Hispanic youth lower SES is only part

0:

the

Even with SES being held constant, Hispanic youngsters

have dropped out at a higher rate than all other students
(Medina, 1988).
It is as though a minority student often enters school
with two strikes (low SES and language) against him/her.

The

sliding curve of increased educational standards, delivered
by the system, means he's/she's out.

Continuing this analogy,

Hispanics are not even allowed to bat.
Education (1987)
percent

for

currently

reports

Hispanics and a rate

The Department of

a dropout

rate

of 17 percent

of
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for non-

Hispanic whites.
In a scathing denunciation, Medina (1988)

describes

the impact of legislatively mandated reforms on disadvantaged
youth, but more specifically on Hispanic youth:
... Motivated primarily by national interests
in
maintaining
worldwide
economic
competitiveness,
reform
agenda
included
increased graduation requirements, lengthened
school days, more homework, and teacher
compensation systems based on meri t and career
ladders.
These excellence agendas have
virtually stopped policy initiatives aimed at
continuing this nation's brief struggle for
equity in uw~ schools. An apparent casualty
was a national vision of an integrated
society, where schools functioned to educate
Hispanic students success full y and that sought
to be just and tolerant toward their cultural
and linguistic differences.
The excellence
reforms have fostered schools that socialize
Hispanic students in highly segregated school
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settings, educational arrangements that were
found to be "inherently unequal" by the U.S.
Supreme Court more than 30 years ago. (p. 346)
This demonstrates the hazard of the system attempting
to

solve

its

structure.

structural

problems

by

only

examining

the

Ignoring either side of the structural / indi vidual

issue appears to be unwise.
Policy

and

practice.

Wehlage

Rutter

a~d

(1986)

scrutinized structural antecedents of high school attrition
gi ving anI y

a perfunctory gl ance

at individual

Looking

the

an

at

HS&B

structural factors,
discipline
practice.
they

problems

cohort

in

attempt

variabl es.
to

identify

they saw poor academic achievement and
as

reflective

of

school

policy

and

Individual and family background characteristics,

argue,

may

contribute

but

it

is

responsibi li ty to provide a reason to stay.
serious discipl ine
dropping out.

probl ems have

the

schoo I' s

Students with

a greate!: propensi ty

Wehl age and Rutter

for

(1986) suggest that such

discipl ine problems are bound to cause students to develop
negative attitudes about school.

Just as handicapped students

mu.st receive special attention,

they maintain that "public

schooling in a democratic society is obI igated to respond
constructi vel y to children from all backgrounds and social
conditions."

(p.381).

Therefore,

socially

socieoconomically handicapped students need special care.

and
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As

~olehlage

and Rutter endeavored to look to the system

for causes of school discontinuance, they were continual I y
confronted

with

characteristics.

individual

and

family

background

They surmise:

Taken as a whole these data suggest that
school factors related to discipline are
significant in developing a tendency to drop
out. If one comes from a low SES background,
whi ch may signi fy various forms of fami I y
stress or instability,
and if
one is
consistently discouraged by the school because
of signal s about academic inadequacies and
failures, and if one perceives little interest
or caring on the part of teachers, and if one
sees the institutions's discipline system as
both ineffective and unfair but one has
serious encounters with that discipline
system, then it is not unreasonable to expect
such individuals to become alienated and lose
their commitment to the goals of graduating
from high school and pursuing more education
(p.385).

The

difficulty

with

such

conclusions

is

that

the

above

mentioned experiences are evenly distributed among stayers
and leavers.

Stayers in the HS&B survey equally perceived

little interest or caring on the part of teachers.

They too

saw the discipl ine system as both ineffective and unfai r.
The only significant differences between the two groups were
in the areas of

SES background,

academic inadequacies and

serious encounters with the discipline system.

All of which

appear to be individual or family background factors.

These

factors, coupled with flaws in the system, undoubtedly lead
to early school

leaving.

Policies and procedures can be
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improved to help the wayward, disadvantaged student.
research that looks at only one side in

However,

dropout dispute

th~

has limited worth for solving the problem.
Public and private schools.

In light of the above

structural studies, it is fair to assume that individual and
family background characteristics do not account entirely for
premature

school

leaving.

Favorable

individual

factors

coupled with an appropriate school structure would appear to
lead to a

greater probability of

improvement on either
undoubtedly

lower

the

side

of

dropout

the

school

completion.

dropout

rate.

An

dilemma would

Perhaps

the

most

convincing and surely the most respected study with regards
to school
(1987).

structure

was

performed by Coleman

Looking at HS&B they examined the

and Hoffer

diff~rence

between

public and private Catholic schools in an effort to determine
"the relative effect of the public and private school sectors
on achievement in basic skills" (Coleman, 1987, p. 6).
Among their findings, "Catholic high schools are more
effective in promoting achievement, especially with students
from disadvantaged families, than are public schools" (p.6).
The raw dropout rate in public schools over
this two-year period for grades 10-12 was
14.3\; in other private schools, 11.9%; in
Catholic schools,
3.4%.
When
family
background is statisticall y controll ed, the
public-Catholic difference reduces slightly,
but only slightly (p.7).
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This dramatic difference spawned the question:

"Is

the difference in the dropout rate due to religiosity, or to
being in a Catholic or public school'?"

Looking at church-

going catholics in the public sector, they found that church
activity did make a difference, but the major variance remains
as a difference between sectors of education.

Looking

at

elght religiously homogeneous schools that were not Catholic
(two Jewish, two Baptist, four other Christian denominations) .
Coleman and Hoffer discovered that the dropout rate from these
schools was about the same as that from the Catholic sector
(3.7%).

Thus "Catholicism, per se, does not account for the

low dropout rate" (p. 7) .
also

They

found

that

children

of

single-parent

families in public schools and other private schools dropped
out at a rate of one and one-half times that in two-parent
families.

In the Catholic schools, however,

increase in dropout rates
families.

This

available

to

community.

led

them

a child

in

for children f
to

a notion

of

family

and

the

there was no

r •.•

;

ngle-parent

social
in

capital,

the

outside

If social capital were lacking in the home, they

proposed that it could be obtained from the outside communi ty,
when

there

Apparently,

is

social

Catholic

capital
and

other

in

the

outside

religiously

schools were providing that social capital.

community.

based

private
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The study concluded that the answer lies in the kind
of communi ty support given to the school.
between

The di fference

religiously based and other types of private schools

is:
... religiously based schools are an extension
of the family through a functional community,
Independent private schools are an extension
of the family through a value community-a
collection of parents, many of whom don't know
each other. who share the same values .
.. . if there is a strong social capital among
adults in the local community, then a loss
occurs when relations are broken by sending
the child to a magnet school, a religious
school. an independent private school, or a
boarding school.
I f social capital is 1acking in both the
famll y and the communi ty, if both are weak,
then the implications of our results indicate
that this is the circumstance in which a
religiously based school or a boarding school
would be most valuable for the child" (p.8).
These findings have little value to the administrator
in

the publ ic

sector except

child's educational
parents

I

shoulders.

helping the dropout,

success,

for

the conflrl"'lation that

in a large degree,

a

rests on

For those who look to the system for
Coleman and Hoffer's study initially

appears to be supportive.

Yet their conclusion is that the

system can have an impact, but family and community support
of the system actually makes the difference.
Teacher/pupil ratio.

Administrators and legislators

are still faced with the task of solving educations'
Family

and

personal

characteristics

are

ills.

difficult

to
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manipul ate; therefore,

the system I s structure is still the

prime target. The black box, increase investment, increase
return phil osophy is pol iticall y appealing.

However, Hahn

(1987) reported that a nationwide survey in 1985 revealed that
teacher sal ary and pupil

per capi ta expendi ture were not

related to dropout rates.
An exception to this finding may be in the area of
student/teacher ratios.

Hahn (1987) did suggest that the

number of students taught by a teacher correlated with the
incidence of dropping out.

From HS&B a principal structural

indicator available was the number of teachers per pupil in
an

average

moderately

daily
as

membership.

the

teacher/pupil

Dropout
ratio

rates

declined

increased.

The

researchers cautioned that the low dropout rates may have an
alternative

explanation:

" ... schools

wit.h

high staffing

ratios tend to have other characteristics associated with low
dropout rates,

such as higher income and SES"

(Barra and

Kolstad, 1987, p.48).
In

sum,

the

structural

war

rages

on.

Both

administrators and their critics would like to find the answer
to this educational enigma in the system.
far seems to be more

The disputation so

an issue of fixing blame, as structural

solutions are as elusive as the findings.
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Dropout Research Summary
The preceding review of literature hopefully provides
a general view of what high school dropout research looks
like.

A brief profile of a dropout will serve as summary.
The dropout has average or below average ability as

measured by standardized tests.

However, a potential dropout

is unlikely to be identified by ability.
poorly in school

and receives

The dropout performs

below average grades.

dropout will likely report disliking school.

The

He/she is also

prone to rate low on measures of sel f concept.

The ear 1 y

school 1 eaver is more 1ikel y to be invol ved in delinquent
behavior

than continuing students.

Substance abuse is

probabl e practice of the dropout.
students,

pregnancy

characterization.

or marriage
The dropout

a

For many discontinuing
is

part

of

the

dropout

is al so apt to extensi vel y

involved in work.
The dropout's family is
lower social

economic

strata.

occupation is below average.
also on

the

low side.

If

gen~rally

found to be in the

The father's

and mother's

Their education and income is
the family is a minority and

language is an issue, school discontinuance is even a greater
possibility.
The dropout may come from any school.

But, schools

that exacerbate individual and family handicaps by attempting
to replicate social

class may

promote greater attrition.
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Schoo 1 s

fail

that

to

compensate

deficiencies may be missing

for

social

capital

an opportunity to retain

students.

Schools

may

also

hinder

1 egis 1 ative

reforms

for

excell ence

students
and

some

by means

of

high pupi I-teacher

ratios.

L.D.S. Seminary Dropout
The foregoing characterization of high school dropouts
will

undoubtedly

Individual,

have

bearing

on

family and structural

religious

education.

ramifications are surely

factors that need consideration when investigating seminary
continuance and discontinuance.
the

causes

for

dropping

provided by the L.D.S.

out

A few studies have considered
of

church.

the

educational

programs

It should be noted that

for

several years students could receive high school credit for
religious classes.

Eventually credit was only allowed for Old

and New Testament classes.

In 1976 credit for any type of

seminary cl ass was discontinued.
cited

all

took place

knowl edge of

the

The studies that will

when credit

researcher,

no

was

available.

To

seminary dropout

be
the

studies

occurred after the change.
Hatch (1961) studied dropouts from twelve seminaries
in Utah during 1960-1961.
dropout

and

bishops

to

his/her

He sought to portray the seminary

parents.

ascertain

the

He

surveyed

students'

and

the
their

students'
parents'
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membership, attitude and activity in the church.

He found

that about 95 percent of the discontinuing seminary students'
parents were members of the L.O.S. Church.

About 40 percent

of the dropouts' fathers and over 50 percent of their mothers
were given an excellent or qood ratinq in attitude toward the
church by the bishops.
percent of

50 percent of the fathers

the mothers attended their meetings

and 58

regularly.

Many of the dropouts' fathers held responsibl e posi tions in
the church,
position.
the church.

but about

60

percent of

them held no church

Over 50 percent of the mothers held no position in
Approximately 40 percent of the mothers of the

dropouts worked outside of the home.

Better than 50 percent

of the urban mothers were working outside of the home.
The "Word of Wisdom" is
L.D.S. church.

It encourages the

a hecl.l th standard in the
abstine~ce

of coffee, tea,

tobacco and alcoholic beverages. One's activity in the church
can theoretically be gauged by his/her observance of the Word
of Wisdom.

Hatch (1961) surveyed the bishops in regards to

whether the dropouts' parents obeyed or disobeyed ("broke")
the Word of Wisdom.

The bishops had the option of declining

response because of the confidential nature of the question.
Regardless, the sample remained anonymous to the researcher.
From those who did respond Hatch found:
About 60

PEt"

cent of the dropouts'

fathe.ts

"broke" the Word of Wisdom regul ar 1 y or
occasionally, and about 40 per cent of them
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observed the Word of Wisdom .... About 40 per
cent of the mothers of the dropouts "broke"
the Word of Wisdom regularly or occasionally.
About 60 per cent observed the Word of Wisdom.
(p.76)

In regards to the students themselves, Hatch (1961)
found that about 40 percent of the dropouts had an excellent
or a good

attit~je

:oward the church, and about 60

per~ent

of

them indicated a fair or poor attitude toward the church.
Nearly

60

percent

of

the dropouts

attended

their

church

meetings regularly or occasionally, and 40 percent attended
them seldom or never.

This was about the same, or possibly

a little lower than the church average at the time.

Only 25

percent of the dropouts were "breaking" the Word of Wisdom
regularly or occasionally.
dropout and his/her

While these numbers described the

parents,

Hatch suggests that

further

studies compare the dropouts to continuing students for a more
complete picture.
Looking at school

records Hatch (1961) did compare

continuing and non-continuing students in terms of grades and
I.Q.

He

found that dropout students received average or

slightly lower than average grades, as well as an average I.Q.
He also questioned

the students

discontinuing seminary.

The

ten

as

to their reason

most

frequently

for

checked

responses were as follows:
1.

r felt that other classes at the high school were

more important.
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2.

I had a class conflict and could not work seminary

into my schedule.
There were too many required classes which r had

3.

to take at the high school.
I disliked the stress which was placed on journal

4.

work.
5.

I would have taken seminary if we had had a seven-

period day.
6.

I

did

not

learn much

in

seminary

and

lost

interest; therefore, I qui t.
I found too much repeti tion in seminary,

7.

Sunday

School, and Mutual Improvement Association classes.
I see little value in religious education at the

8.

present time.
I plan to register for seminary next year.

9.

10. Seminary was too routine,

and it was not enough

of a challenge. (p. 2,3)
Taylor sought to determine the influence that seminary
teachers had on enrollment.
rated

teachers

effective
program.

cause an

teaching

He sought to determine i f highl yincrease

fosters

in

enrollment,

continuance

in

the

and

if

seminary

The hypothesis was that the teacher has the major

role of influence in seminary enrollment, even more than that
of parents,

etc.

brothers

and sisters,

friends,

He found that while teachers did

church lead.::rs,

hav~

a significant
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influence on seminary enrollment, parents were the number one
influence in retaining students.

Church leaders were rated

second in degree of inf 1uence, and the teacher's inf 1uence
ranked third.
Schramm (1963) studied ninth and tenth grade students
in the Pocatello Seminary during the month of May 1963.

The

subjects were classified as continuing students if seminary
enrollment

was

included

on

the

completed

registration form for the 1963-64 school
continuing if seminary

enrollment

high

school

year, and as non-

was not

inc! uded.

He

surveyed the students in six major categories: satisfaction
In terms of seminary goal s,

personal harmony wi th certain

L.D.S. religious principles, family pressure to continue or
discontinue seminary training, peer group pressure to continue
or discontinue seminary training, student interest in the
seminary program, and students' interaction with the seminary
faculty.

The questionnaire contained ten statements relating

to each of these areas.
He found that the difference in the mean responses
between the continuing and non-continuing seminary students
were significant at the one per cent level of confidence for
each of the six major areas included in the instrument.

The

continuing students' mean responses were nearer the positive
end of the scale; those of the non-continuing students were
nearer the negative end of the scale.

Specifically, he found
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that

students reported a more positive assurance

=~ntinuing

that the seminary was helping them to achieve some of the
goals set

by

the

seminary course

work

and

discontinuing

students reported a greater "lack of harmony" wi th gospel
principles than continuing students. The continuing subjects
perceived their parents and family as desirous

that

they

continue seminary instruction and were more susceptible to
their parents' opinion.

The non-continuing students responses

evidenced that they did not feel as much encouragement from
the fami 1y

as

the continuing students,

concerned with

their

parents'

approval.

students

reported that

they would tend

outside

the

group

seminary

nor were they

more

Non

continuing

to choose

often

than

as

friends

continuing

students.

Continuing students more often reported that they

had more

friends

st udents fel t

enrolled

in seminary.

more posi ti ve about

The

continuing

respectabi 1 Hy of being

enrolled in seminary and encountered fewer negative reactions
to

the

program

at

their

noncontinuing students.

public

school

than

did

the

Both groups fel t that "my seminary

teachers are sincerely interested in helping me".

They also

agreed that they were not confident in taking their problems
to thei r

seminary

teacher.

Non-continuing students

reported more negatively in the areas of seminary

al so

teacher

qualification, grading system, classroom atmosphere, teacher
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approachability, and the presence of an inside group (students
who received special privileges).
Schramm concluded:
The probability of a seminary student
continuing or discontinuing the prescribed
course of study was significantly influenced
by the extent to which the student felt that
seminary c1 asses were interesting, that his
family and friends expected him to enroll in
seminary, that he was experiencing personal
satisfaction in the seminary program, that he
had a favorable association with the seminary
teacher, and that his personal life was
harmonious with church standards.(p.51)
For many years the Church Educational System awarded
graduation
Seminary.
fourth

~iplomas

If a student continued to attend during his/her

(senior)

certificate.
60 percent

for students who completed three years of

year

he/she

was

awarded

a

fourth

year

Salisbury:,; ')f)'S) investigated the reasons why
of

the students

from the Burley,

Idaho L.D.S.

Seminary fai 1 ed to obtain a fourth-year certi ficate during
the years 1961-1965.

He found that:

... nearly one-third of the students in this
study indicated a preference for physical
education
rather
than seminary. . . anI y
seventeen percent of the students indicated
a dislike for seminary classes ... Over fortythree ~ercent of the students indicated that
difficulty in scheduling classes was the main
reason for discontinuing seminary.... Over
thirteen percent of the students claimed that
one of the reasons they had discontinued
seminary before obtaining a fourth-year
certificate was the fact that they had
graduated after the completion of three years
and did not feel
a need for further
at tendance .... Parents of seminary students who
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discontinued seminary generally had not take
seminary thems~lves or they had discontinued
before compl etion of the course.... Parents
0: students who had discontinued seminary had
a lower record of academic accomplishment than
had parents of students who had completed
seminary ... Brothers and sisters of students
who had discontinued seminary usual I y had
simi I ar records of discontinuance .... Students
who had discontinued seminary had a nine
percent lower record of church attendance than
those who did not discontinue .... (p. 68-69.)
Adams (1970) sought to determine why some students
failed to enroll at the Layton L.D.S Seminary during the 196869 school year.

A questionnaire was developed that listed 24

reasons for not signing up for a seminary class.
was sent

to all

non-enroll ed

surveyed students responded.

students,

156

The survey
of

the

195

The two highest ranked reasons

for not attending were (1) I could not work seminary into my
schedule and (2) I don't want to take seminary.

Other reasons

listed as important or very influential were:
I don't
enjoy studying reI igion
(28.8
percent), I have enoug'h church on Sunday (25.6
perc~nt), no one encourag'ed me to enroll (21.8
percent), I don't like church and seminary is
too much like church (21.1 percent), I don't
think seminary is important (18.6 percent),
I did not enjoy it in the past (16.0 percent),
and tit:d fol:' ninth and tencn were: my seminary
teacher was not interesting' enoug'h (15.4
percent), and too much preaching by the
teachers (15.4 percent. (p. 21)
The
students to

first

part of

Adam's questionnaire asked

respond to some questions relating

the

to church

attendance, church activity and their attitude toward certain
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aspects of the church.

Among the 83 percent of the students

who responded that both parents were members of the church,
half indicated that their fathers either held no priesthood
or had never advanced beyond the lower, or Aaronic Priesthood
within the church.
attended

church

nonattendance at

Less than half of the students' parents
50

percent

of

the

church meetings was

time.

Parental

strongly related

student nonattendance at church meetings.

to

Over half of the

surveyed students reported having a problem living the Word
of Wisdom (part of the L.D.S. Church's code of health and an
indicator of church standing).
On the question, What do your parents say about your
not

enrolling

in

seminary?,
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(37.8

percent)

students

indicated that the parents did not care if they enrolled or
not,

35 students (22.4 percent) said their parents didn't

discuss the subject with them, and one student was told not
to

e~roll.

Nineteen (12.7 percent) of the students said their

parents tried to force them to enroll, while 42 (26.9 percent)
of the parents merely pointed out the advantages of obtaining
further seminary training.
of 156 (60.8

pe~cent)

"These figures show that 95 out

students had parents who were evidently

quite passive in regards

to seminary enrollment of

their

children, while only 61 (39.2 percent) made an effort to have
their children enroll in seminary." (Adams, 1970, p. 28)
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The last question asked of the students was "Do you
feel seminary should be taught to high school students?'

To

this question, 117 (74.9 percent) replied yes, 10 students
(6.4 percent) said no, and 29 (18.6 percent) indicated they
were not sure.
When asked what specific recommendations they would
make to improve seminary the following statements represent
some of the suggestions given by the students.
1.

Try to teach them the value of seminary and tell
them about the fun you can have being a L.n.S.
student (going on missions, etc.)

2.

Kick out the poor teachers

3.

Not have so much reading and homework

4.

Have more visual aids and films

5.

Have more outside guests come and speak

6.

Don't "bug" those not taking it to enroll

7.

Don't force everyone to take seminary if they
don't want to

8.

Don't make it sound so easy to get good grades

9.

Have more discussions

10. Have teachers be more interested in the kids'
problems (all Kids)
11. Quit rubbing in things that have been taught
kids since they were two
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12. Have more discussions on "today";

don't dwell

in the past so much
13. Have more parties
14. Keep your noses out of others' business (p. 30)
Smith (1975), suspecting that drastically increased
gasoline prices were the cause of uncharacteristically low
attendance

and

enrollment

in

early

morning

seminaries,

surveyed continuing, discontinuing, and low attending students
their parents and bishops to determine the cause.

He proposed

that distance from the seminary was a factor

relating to

enrollment and continuation.

Smith concluded "that contrar¥

to the hypothesis, distance from seminary classes does not
make much difference to the percentage of enrollment except
in a few cases where it contributes
arranging dependable rides." (p.83)

to the difficul ty of

He found that the major

reason reported for non-enrollment in early morning seminary
in the Minneapol is-St. Paul area was disinterest and total
inactivity in the L.O.S. Church.

He also found that school

conflicts, work conflicts, and negative reaction to previous
seminary

experience

were

insignificant

factors

in

non-

enrollment.
Gibbs (1978) surveyed students to determine why they
enrolled and completed courses in LOS Institutes of Religion
(the

ccunterp~rt

of

z~minar7

that while a students'

on a college level). He found

friends were the major reason for
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enrollment,the major reason for continued enrollment was the
instructor.

This, he suggests, is a reason for friends being

involved in recruitment.

When questioned "During the present

semester have you considered dropping your Institute class'?"
(p.172)

The major determinant of an affirmative answer was

church acti vi ty.

Those who considered dropping considered

themselves to be less active than their fellow students.
major

reasons

for

Institute

continuance

were

The

personal

commitment, desire for spiritual growth, knowledge they felt
they were gaining, desi re to keep close to the church, respect
for Institute teachers and the quality of instruction.

L.D.S. Seminary Summary
As one

reads

picture emerges.

The

the foregoing
dropout

is

studies

less

the

likely

following
to

receive

encouragement f rom his/her parents to at tend seminary.

The

dropouts' parents, in general, are also slightly less active
in church than

the parents of

continuing students.

The

dropouts themselves may also be less active church members.
The dropouts' friends are more likely to be among non-members
than the friends of continuing students.

The dropout may have

a greater tendency towards substance abuse as reflected by
nonobservance of
dropout
students.

m~y

be

The

the Word of Wisdom.
zlightll

dropouts

low~r

are

than

likely

The grades of the
thos~

to

of

continuinQ

report

scheduling
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problems and disinterest in seminary as major reasons for non
attendance.

When asked if seminary should be offered,

dropout will generally state that it should be.

the
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
I never did anything worth doing
by accident, nor did any of my inventions come by accident. They came by work.
--Thomas A. Edison
Introduction
There

are

factors

that

undoubtedly

increase

an

individual's propensity for leaving Seminary prematurely.

As

varied and ove!:"l apping as these factors may be, there are,
very likely, common elements relating to most dropouts. The
identification of contributing factors could aid in reducing
Seminary discontinuance.

This chapter

wi 11 describe

the

methods used in the study.

Design
The design for this study was somewhat unique compared
to

most

dropout

investigations.

Traditionally

dropout

research has been concerned with large numbers of students.
Studies have generally been performed on district
1987),

state

(Snowden,

Peel,

1985)

or

natiollal

Hess,
levels

(Rumberger, 1987; Ekstrom et al., 1986; Barro et al.1987).
Such

large

prohibitive.

scale

research has

made open-er..ded

By and large the bulk of

intervie~ls

the research has
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consisted of closed-ended questionnaires, surveying hundreds
or thousands of subjects.

This has been an economic approach

that has generated significant data on dropouts.
Aside from feasibility, there are other advantages to
the questionnaire-survey approach.
naires

are

readily

anonymi ty.

However,

introduce bias,

Closed-ended question-

quantifiable.

They

a rna jor drawback

is

also
that

preserve
they

may

ei ther by forcing the respondent to choose

from given alternatives or by making the respondel'lt select
al ternati ves that might not have otherwise occurred (Nachmias,
1981) .
Festinger (1966) proposed that increasingly, social
science requires data such as perception which can only be
obtained from individuals directly communicating their own
experiences.

Open-ended questions are more f 1 exibl e:

they

have possibilities of depth, they enable the interviewer to
clear

up

misunderstandings

and

they

encourage

rapport

(Nachmias, 1981). At the expense of easier quantification, an
open-ended

interview

can

yield

richer

more

qualitative

resul ts.
In a more general

vein Dabbs

(1982,

p.31)

wrote,

"Qual i ty is the essential character or nature of something;
quantity is the amount.
how much.

Qualitative

Quality is the what; quantity is the
refers

to

the

meaning

while

quantitative assumes the meaning and refers to a measure of
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it."

If

a

qualitative

approach

is

used

it

does

not

necessarily mean that quantitative methods cannot attend.
Smith (1987) referring to qualitative research suggests that
"though it focuses on defini tions, meanings, and descriptions,
refining

and

placing

them

portraying them in words
not antiquantitative"

in

rathe~

context,

and

frequently

than numbers, qualitative is

(p.17S).

Open-ended answers can be

categorized and coded for quantitative analysis.
While

there

are

many

advantages

to

open-ended

interviews there are numerous drawbacks to the approach.
1.
2.

The answers are difficult to analyze quantitatively.
The coding

of

researcher bias. 3.

answers are

sub ject

to

The answers can not be categorized before

hand by expected answers.
vo 1urninous

inducti ve and

and 4.

The responses may be so

that the researcher may become bogged down by

massive detail .
Nachmias

(1981)

suggests

that

it

is

possible

to

combine both strategies, starting with the inductive approach
and obtaining extensive information from which some concepts
are induced and then collecting a second set of data that is
better formulated and more specific.

Recognizing the inherent

advantages and disadvantages of the two

res~arch

styles, this

study endeavored to incorporate this suggestion.
two phases to the study.

There was

The first phase used a qualitative
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approach.

The

second

phase

incorporated

a

quantitative

method.
Initially a sample of dropout and continuing students
was intervlewed using open-ended, semi-structured questions.
Thei r

responses

were

ca tegori zed,

coded

for

ana lysis,

summarized and used to develop the second phase questionnaire.
The quantitative survey was
number of dropout and
were also categorized,

then administered to a

continu~ng

coded

students.

Thelr responses

for analysis,

compared to the initial study.

The

larger

summarized and

potential

lntervlewees

were contacted by mail requesting thelr participation in this
study (Appendix A). They were informed of the researcher's
graduate

student

status

and

the

purpose

of

the

study.

Confidentiality of replies was assured.
After

these

initial

questlonnalre was developed.

lnterviews,

the

second

This survey was sent with an

accompanying letter requesting participation.

These students

were also informed of the researcher's graduate student status
and the purpose of the study.

Confidentiality of replies was

also assured.
Permission to conduct this investigation was obtained
from The Church Educational System of The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints (Appendix B) .
obtained

from

the

Area

Dlrector

of

Approval was also
the

Educational System in Arizona (Appendix C).

L.O.S.

Church
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Sample
The

popul a tion

for

the

quali tati ve

interviews

consistec of L.D.S. students (class of 1989 still living in
Southern Arizona, N=133).

The quantitative survey addressed

L.D.S. students from the entire Arizona Area.

Only graduates

and potential graduates who are members of the L.D.S Church
were considered in this study.
The initial (qualitative) study sample consisted of
thirty, randomly selected, students from a Southern Arizona
conununi ty.

The students were contacted by mai I requesting

their participation in this study.

For analytical reasons the

sample was stratified according to program type (ie. early
morning, released time, or mixed).
From

these

interviews

a

new

questionnaire

constructed and sent to the second phase, study sample.

was
This

new sample was selected from L.D.S. students in the entire
state of Arizona.

Three hundred, ninety graduating students

and three hundred, ninety discontinuing students were matched
by

type

of

program

and

sent

a

questionnaire.

All

questionnaires returned were analyzed. Some students involved
in the initial study interview had the possibility of being
selected for the mailed questionnaire.
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Data Collection
An open-ended protocol (Appendix D) developed by the
researcher (utilizing previous dropout research) was used for
data collection.
domains

The interview elicited data in

(research questions):

characteristics;

1.

2. External factors; 3.

and 4. Church related factors.
nature of the
undoubtedl y

discriminating

interview

contributed

personal

structural factors;

Because of the open-ended

instrument,
to

4 major

more

some of

than

one

the questions

category.

The

questions were categorized as follows:
1.

Discriminating personal characteristics:
1, 2, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 21,

2.

External factors:
1,2,3,4,5,7,9,10,15,17,18,19,20,21

3.

Structural factors:
1,

4.

2,7,8,9,10,14,16,17,22

Church related factors:
1, 10, 11, 14, 17,

The open-ended questions,

and interview technique

were pretested several times (using students not belonging to
the

research

i~terview

popul ation).

protocol

wer~

Some

resul ting

changes

in

the

made.

The second (quantitative) questionnaire was derived
from the

respon.s~s

the questions

obtained in the interviews.

reflected the

vernacular

Where possibl e

of the

interviewed
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students.

The initial interview and subsequent survey also

contained a brief questionnaire pertaining to demographic
information, such as age, sex, SES and race.
Both instruments were submitted to the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints for evaluation of:
1.

Question content appropriateness

2.

Potential harmful impact

3.

Undetected negative stereotyping

The data was collected in the

followi~;

wanner.

The

dropout and continuing students previously selected for the
Urst phase study sample were contacted by mail requesting
their

participation

in

this

study.

Those

agreeing

to

participate met with the interviewer in a publ ic, mutuall y
agreed upon location, convenient to the respondent.
possible

the

interviewer

met

with

continuing

individually during a regular Seminary period.
were

interviewed

by

the

researcher

to

Where

students

All students

ensure

identical

interviewing techniques.
All interviews were recorded.
undul y constrain
opinions.

the expression of

Confidentiality

and

creating

a

personal

anonymity,

contact and interview, were assured.
toward

Care was taken not to

non-threatening

feel ings

and

regarding

the

Efforts were directed
environment.

The

interviewer posed the open-ended questions to the respondents.
The total time for the survey was approximately one half hour.

--------

-

-

-
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Guide I j.nes on research wi th human sub jects was adhered
to

in

accordance

with

principles

listed

in:

Ethical

Princip 1 es in the Conduct of Research wi th Human Participants,
Washington, D.C.:

Arnerlcan Psychological Association, 1982.

The second questionnaire (Appendix E) was sent to the
sample selected.

Again the same concerns for confidentiality

and anonymity were assured.

Data Analysis
Thp

data

triangulation.
useful

for

was

analyzed

through

the

process

of

Guba (1978) submits that "Triangulation is

verifying

information

on the

same

event

from

different ... participants ... for producing more confidence
in data generated by different methodologies" (p. 257).
also cites Webb and others (1966) who assert that:
Once a proposition has been confirmed by two
or more measurement processes, the uncertainty
of its interpretation is great I y reduced. The
most persuasive evidence comes through a
triangulation of measurement processes.
If
a proposition can survive the onslaught of a
series of imperfect measures, with all their
reI evant error, confidence shoul d be pI aced
in it" (p. 107).

Guba
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Karp (1988) has produced a diagram which describes
the process of triangulation (p. 93).

INTERVIEWS
Key respondents
established at
different levels of
hierarchical organization

STATEMENT
OF PROBLEM:
RESEARCH
QUESTIONS

DOCUMENT ANALYSIS - - - - - - - - - - - - PARTICIPANT
Official and personal records
OBSERVATION
Internal and external reports
Sustained immersion
Correspondence and notes
in setting
Quantitative analysis of
Firsthand knowledge
research instrument
Figure 1.

Data collection strategies using triangulation.

This model was adapted to guide the analysis of data
in this study.

Respectively the data was collected from 1)

the student interviews, 2) participant observation and 3) the
quantitative questionnaire.
student interviews.
phase,

open-ended

interviews

The anal ysis
consisted

of
of

the

ini tial

transcribing,

categorizing and displaying the data in a reduced

s~marized

form. Through the use of matrices, graphs, and charts,

the
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data was

organized so that "the analyst [could]

look for

patterns regularities, configurations and propositions" (Miles
and Huberman, 1984, pp. 21-22).
Participant observation.

Kent (1988) cites Wax, who

suggests that the task of participant observers "... is to
realize

what

they

have

experienced

and

learned

and

communicate this in terms that will illumine" (p. 79).

to
The

researcher has several years experience as a seminary teacher
and is thus
system.

acquainted wi th practices

The researcher has

and events in

worked extensively with all the

teachers from which the interview sample will be derived.
researcher

was

participant.
da ta

were

also

be

the

the

sole

interviewer

of

The
each

These experiences coupl ed with the interview
summarized

and

integrated

into

the

second

questionnaire.
Quanti tative questionnaire.
interview

questionnaire

were

The responses

tabulated

frequencies and distribution of answers.
to statistically analyze each question.

to

to

the

establish

A T-test was used
This method was

chosen because it is an acceptable procedure for comparing the
m~ans

of two groups.
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS
"But I don't want to go among m~d people," Alice remarked.
"Oh, you can't help that," said the Cat:
"we're all mad here. I'm mad. You're mad."
"How do you know I'm mad?" said Alice.
"You must be," said the Cat,
"or you wouldn't have come here."
--Lewis Carroll
Introduction
The research was performed in three stages.

hrst,

a small samp 1 e of the popul ation was interviewed using an
open-ended format.
used

to

develop

Second, the responses were analyzed and
a

survey

questionnaire.

Third,

questionnaire was administered to a larger sample of
population and analyzed.

Although

these

sequential, they are reported by category.

steps

the
the
were

The categories

follow the outl ine of the research questic!ls posed in the
beginning chapter.

Initially the results of the interviews

are reported and analyzed for each section.
of this analysis are then listed.

Questions born

The resultant data from

the questions are given immediately after the questions are
stated.
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Analysis of the Interview
Response rate.

Sixty

students

were

sent

letters

(appendix A) requesting their participation in the interviews.
Thirteen

of

indicating

a

thirty

graduates

willingness

seminary program

(early

to

mailed

participate.

morning,

combination of the two) was

in

response
Each

released

time,

cards

type

of

and

the

to be represented equally

graduates and 5 dropouts for each program type).

(5

In order to

do this three of the volunteer graduates were not used because
their type of seminary program was fully represented.
students who had
participate
participate.

were

not indicated by
approached

mail

Five

a wi 11 ingness

individually

and

asked

They were all willing to be interviewed.

Table 1
Graduate Response to Interview Requests
and Participation Rates
No. Requested
to participate

No. of
Responses

No. of 2nd No. InterRequests
viewed

Early Morning

10

3

2

5

Released Time

10

8

0

5

Mixed Program

10

2

3

5

to

These

response and interview rates are shown in Table 1.

Group

to
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Four of
indicating

thirty

dropouts mail ed

a willingness

to

in response

participate.

The

cards

remaining

dropout students were contacted and encouraged to participate.
They were further assured of anonymity and informed about the
need of the study and their importance to it.
students consented to be interviewed.

Nine additional

As shown in Table 2,

five released time dropouts, four early morning dropouts, and
four

mixed

program

dropouts

constituted

the

interview

distribution.
Table 2
Dropout Response to Interview Requests
and Participation Rates
Group

No. Requested
to Participate

No. of
Responses

No. of 2nd No. InterRequests
viewed

Early Morning

10

1

Released Time

10

1

9

5

Mixed Program

10

2

7

4

The interview.

4

The majority of the interviews were

conducted in person at a time and place convenient for the
student.

Where convenient arrangements could not be made, the

students were interviewed over the phone.

All students were

informed that the interview would be recorded.
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Analysis of the
were

asked

twenty-nine

responses followed

int~rview

responses.

questions.

the domains of

The

The

students

analysis

of

the

the research questions.

Briefly, they are: 1) discriminating personal characteristics;
2) external factors;

3)

structural factors;

and 4)

church

related factors.
The responses were anal yzed category by category,
question by question, student by student. Each student answer
was compared to their other responses to establish patterns
and to detect inconsistencies.

All answers were studied for

their contribution to each category.

The data were organized

so that the analyst could look for "patterns regularities,
configurations and propositions" (Miles and Huberman, 1984,
pp. 21-22).

Each research category was examined exhaustively

and displayed in a reduced,

summarized form.

Graphs

and

charts were used to portray visually important differences.
Throughout this anal ysis the students and type of
program are designated as follows:
EG:
ED:
RG:
RD:
MG:
MD:

Early Morning Seminary Graduate
Early Morning Seminary Dropout
Released Time Seminary Graduate
Release~ Time Seminary Dropout
Ear 1 y Morning With ReI eased Time Seminary
Graduate
Early Morning With Released Time Seminary Dropout
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Analysis of the Survey
Development of the instrument.

The survey instrument

was derived from the analysis of the interviews.
committee of

the

Church Educational

The review

System analyzed

the

in terview cone! usions, along wi th the suggested ques tionnai re.
They recommended minor revisions which were all incorporated
into the survey.

A content validity test was performed with

thirty high school students to determine if the questions were
understandable and if they solicited the meaning intended by
the researcher.

This resul ted in the el imination of

questions and a few minor revisions.

two

The survey instrument

was approved by the committee (Appendix F).
Response rate.
dropouts

in

the

dropouts

as

possible

Because of the low response rate from

interview
were

phase

of

mailed a

this

study,

as many

questionnaire.

All

seminary dropouts identified in Arizona (n: 390) were sent a
questionnaire.

The principals of each seminary were asked to

identi £y

graduates

all

and

randoml y

sel ect

a

number

corresponding to the number of dropouts in their seminary.
These graduates

(n=390) were also mailed a questionnaire.

Having the prinCipals select the graduate sample allowed the
samples to be stratified according to program type.
Of

the

questionnaire.

390

dropouts,

60

responded

to

the

This extremely low number likely reveals the

sentiment of most seminarY dropouts.

Statistically, this is
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harmful to this study; however, it would be safe to assert
that if any significant difference was found between the two
groups, added dropout response would have only increased the
levels of confidence.
responses of

This fact

the non-volunteer

portion of this project.

is substantiated by the

dropouts

in the

Their comments were generally more

critical of their seminary experience than their
counterparts.

interview

Of the 390 graduates,

1/·11

lllteer

200 responded to the

questionnaire.
Analysis of the survey responses.
asked 67 questions.

The students were

The first 10 questions elicited personal

information such as race, sex, and socioeconomic status.

The

remaining questions sought students' atti tudes about their
seminary experience.

The students were requested to respond

to each of these latter questions on a continuum ranging from
"agree" to "disagree".
responses.
A t-test

Frequencies were tabul ated for all

Where helpful these were used in the analysis.
was

applied

to

each question

to

determine

the

difference between the means of the two groups.

Interview and Questionnaire Analysis
The

remainder of

this

chapter will

integrate

the

interview responses with the development and analysis of the
questionnaire.

The format was dictated by the four research

questions of this study:
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1.

Are there discriminating personal characteristics
(specifically, academic achievement; attitudes towards
religious

education;

race/ethnicity;

and

socioeconomic

sex)

seminary dropouts from
2.

that

status;

distinguish

LOS

continuing students?

Are there external factors (specifically, peer
associations; parental influence; work; advanced
educational opportunities; early assumption of adult
roles and outside support by others) that determine
students' continuation in religious education?

3.

Are

there

structural

factors

wi thin

the

seminary

system (speci ficall y, teacher profi ciency and rapport;
type of program; the program itself and recruitment
techniques) that affect seminary continuance?
4.

Are

there

Priesthood

church

related

involvement)

factors

that

(specifically

have

an

effect

on

seminary continuance or discontinuance?

Research question 1:

Discriminating

personal characteristics
Sex.
sa~ple

In

the

a

from which

was chosen the records for ail

133) were available.
of

popul ation

particul ar

the

sem~nary

interview

students (N

=

To answer the question whether students

gender

were

more

prone

students in the population were considered.

to

dropout,

all

This population
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consisted of 62 males and 71 females.

Of this number 20 (32

percent) males and 32 (45 percent) females had dropped out.
This would suggest that a larger percentage of females drop
out of seminary.
A related query on the survey questionnaire was:
3.

Male __ Female__ (the numbers next to the questions convey

the actual location of the question on the survey [Appendix

E)).

The

responses

vol untary and anonymous

to
I

the

quantitative

survey

were

therefore l i t can be assumed the

response rates are ref 1ecti ve of the numbers of mal es and
females in the population.
Of the 123 mal e respondents

29

(23 percent)

were

dropouts.

Of the 141 female respondents 31 (22 percent) were

dropouts.

From these figures there is no reason to conclude

that gender is a significant element of seminary dropout or
completion.
The discrepancy between the two findings (interview
and survey groups) suggests that the identification of all
students in the survey popul ation may have yiel ded
concrete resul ts .

Therefore

I

i t al so

more

can not be concl uded

that gender is not a significant element of seminary dropout
or completion.

------

-
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Race/ethnicity.

From the interview population, data

was available to reveal seven of the total number of potential
graduates (N=133) were hispanic, and four of these had dropped
out.

This means

that

57 percent of

the hispanic students

dropped out, compared to a 38 percent dropout rate among the
caucasian students. Although this might appear significant,
the minorlty sample was so small that had one more of

the

seven graduated, the difference would have been negligible.
It

was

hoped that the

1arger

reveallng about this facto".

survey

samp 1 e woul d be

mo re

In order to determine ethnicity

the following question was asked.

5.

What

1S

your race? (MARK ONE)

Black- Whi te - Hispanic or Spanish __
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian or Pacific Islander
other - -

Among dropouts responding to this question, there was
one black and one hispanic dropout.

Among the graduates there

were three American Indian or Alaskan Natives, three Asian or
Pacific

Islanders,

one

black,

and

three

remaining respondents indicated white.

hispanlcs.

All

The balance in these
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numbers suggests that race has

l~ttle

to do with seminary

discontinuance.
Academic achievement.

The students were asked about

their secular academic standing.

The interview question was

"how well do you do in school7" (question 6).

There is no

reason to believe that their responses were less than honest.
When the interviewer generally probed for an average grade,
the responses usually took the form of "Bs and Cs".

These

were roughly translated to a four point scale and compared as
shown in figure 2.

4

3.5
3
2.5
GPA

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
~

MD

FG

RD
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ED

Figure 2. Self-reported grades by program and classification
of student on a four point scale (interview sample).

In

each

p~og~am

type

the

d~opoUt3

seemed

consistently one grade point lower than the graduates.

to

be
The
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RD grade point average was lowest of all, lending credence to
their assertions (discussed subsequently) that credits and
high school
semi:lary.

graduation became a

reason for

discontinuing

The survey specifically requested the students'

academic standing:

4.

Which of the following best describes your high school

grades? (MARK ONE)
Mostly A__
About half A and half B _
Mostly

B_

About half B and Hal f
Mostly

--

C

About half
Mo~t

C_

C

and Half 0 _

1'f 0 --

"1ostly below 0
Ar..'

\01

i

th the interview

from the survey sample
below the graduates.
the .01 level.

fell

S<11111,1 "',

r ht=~ ;iropout students

approximately one grade point

This di fference is signi ficant beyond

The graph of the larger quantitative sample

virtually mirrors the qualitative sample graph.
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3.5
3
2.5
GPA

2

1.5
1

0.5
0

M3

MJ

FG

R)

EG

BJ

Figure 3. Self-reported grades by pr09ram and classification
of student on a four point scale (~urvey sample).
These findings are very consistent with the assertion
of Ekstrom et al. (1986) that school performance, as measured
by grades, is important in explaining dropout behavior.
Socioeconomic status.

Socioeconomic

status

was

determined by comparing the rati 0 of dropout students from
each

seminary

financial

image.

with

their

The

respective

weal thiest and

districts had the same dropout ratio.

school
the

districts'

poorest

school

It was found that 16

percent of the dropouts came from wealthy districts and 16
percent came from low income districts.

Because the dropout

ratio was so similar, there was no need to establish carefully
the income level of the various districts.

This approach to

determining economic status is imprecise, however, it served
the purpose of determining wheter more precise measures should
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be utilized.

The data did not suggest further investigation.

The survey asked the students to directly estimate what they
believe their family income is.

The question employed was

adopted from the HS&B study (presented in the National Center
for Educational statistics Oata File User's Manual, Jones et
al.,1983):
6.

American families are divided below into three equal

groups according to how much money the family makes in a year.
Mark the group which comes closest to the amount of money your
family makes in a year.

(MARK ONE)

1/3 of American families make: $11,999 or less ... ___
1/3 of American families make: $12,000 to $19,999. __
1/3 of American families make: $20,000 or more

The mean response for both the graduates and dropouts
was $20,000 or more.
between the qroups.

There was no significant difference
A fourth category for $30,000 or more

might have been more revealing.

In the HS&B survey (using the

same income question) Barro and Kolstad (1987) found that the
nonresponse rate on income questions was relatively high;
thus, the reliability of data was considered to be low.

Among

the seminary students 6 percent (16 graduates and 2 dropouts)
failed to respond to the income question.

Regardless, nothing

indicated a differences in socioeconomic status between the
two groups.
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Attitudes towards religious education.
that

assumed
education

continuance.

the

are

students'

an

important

Many of

attitude

It

towards

determinant

can

be

religious

of

the interview questions

seminary
sought

to

determine the students' attitudes. When asked "What attitudes
on behalf of your friends would you recommend they bring to
seminary? (question 27), nearly all gave the same response,
dropouts included.

Typical responses included anMD, who said

"a good, positive attitude, if you made it there, you might
as well get something out of it"; or (EG) "to learn and not
sleep or daydream; if you are going to get up, you might as
well get something out of it." Therefore, someone with a good
attitude (by their definition) would be one who intends to
gain something from the experience.
A logical
d~opouts

corollary was whether

differed in their

r~sponses

the graduates

or

with regard to what they

gained or tried to gain from seminary.

Each respondent's

answers were examined for indications of attitude.

While all

questions were uti lized for this anal ysis, a few questi ons
were used extensively, (1) Why did you attend?; 7) are there
some things about seminary that you feel are/were a waste of
tin~?;

10) what keeps you attending seminary?;

11) what do

you think this seminary is doing/did for you that will be most
helpful to you in your life?; and 22) what would
about seminary if you could?).

you

change

Below the students are listed
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and categorized as positive or negative.

Obviously extreme

examp I es

categories.

are

ci ted

to

substantiate

the

All

inconsistencies are noted.

+ EGl

+ EG2

"I wa~ted to learn the scriptures better because I
coul dn 't read them on my own." " ... we've never had
a negative attitude towards seminary".
Seminary a
waste of time? "No, S. keeps us on our toes, she's
an excellent teacher ... "
" ... my parents make me but I like coming.

Now it seems
1ike if I don't it's like my day gets all messed up."
"I think we all like it more than we tell anybody ... "
"I know more about the scriptures and I feel
comfortable about them.
It's easier for me to talk
about it with other peop Ie. "

+ EG3

"Because I am preparing for a mission and I think it
wi 11 hel p me." Waste of time? "no, it sometimes gets
dull at times but I think all in all it really helps."

+ EG4

"I like it.
I feel like it's -take a shower every
day -I need to take seminary every day." I learn a
lot of things about life and to be better each day."

+ EGS

"Because I want to learn about the scriptures." Waste
of time?
"No.
Pret ty much every I esson you I earn
something." " ... some lessons are boring."

+ EDl

"It's just not 1 ike a cl ass.
Peopl e are tal king,
people are in the bathroom doing their make-up putting
curls in their hair, yes, it's kind of a w;aste." What
would keep you attending?
"If I felt I could learn
something."

Note:
The foregoing student's remarks may sound negative,
but her concern was that she attended seminary to gain
something and the teacher was not ensuring that.
-

ED2

"If I went [to seminary] four days a week, I could go
out I ater on Friday night."
"The whole hour was a
waste ... the teacher and the students were not on the
same plane. It was too early and the teacher was not
appealing to high school students."
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- ED3

"I thought seminary altogether was a waste of time.
I go to Mutual and to church on Sundays, why go every
day?
To me I fel t I ike I was being brainwashed or
something."

+ ED4

"I'm aware of scriptures that I otherwise wouldn 't
be.
It will probably help me on my mission, knowin1
where to look."

+ RGl

"Keeps you spiritually straight."
participation."

+ RG2

"I like getting away from school ... and I learn a lot."

+ RG3

" ... I want to graduate and I 1 ike it." Waste of time?
"When people don't listen and you drag on and on and
when they ask stupid questions ... "

+ RG4

" ... Now I come because! want to learn more." Waste
of time?
"Yes, we waste time getting started.
In
here you have 35 minutes to get to ycur chai r. "
Gaining?
"It's hel ped me to observe and take the
scripture thin9s out and put them in life ... "

+ RGS

Waste of time? "A lot of people don't take it
seriously."
Gaining? "Definitely a knowledge of the scriptures."

+ RDl

"Well, the first time I went was becitl.use I wanted
to •.. "Gain?
"It helped me see more about the
scriptures how you interpret them . r ~ 1,.-1 t··,l me
understand them."

+ RD2

" ... 1 did it for my parents so there wouldn't be any
probl em there."
Waste of time?
"No, I think
everything they teach has a purpose." " ... what I've
been to I learned things on."

- RD3

"Because I knew my parents wanted me to.
didn't get much out of it at all."

- RD4

"It was like days I didn't want to 90 and i.t was hard
to go and there were days like when it was kind of
boring ... " Gain? "Teach me that I shouldn't quit at
things mainly, because I quit seminary and I feel I

should have completed it."

"More class

"Gain?

"I
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- RD5

" ... 1 felt lUte I had to take it." "I really cU.dn't
have any [obstacles].
I really didn't care."

+ MGl

"I guess I just want to go."

Waste of time?

"Nothing"

+ MG2

"I enjoy it ... " Waste of time? "When the teacher
spends a lot of time trying to get the cl&s~ quiet."
Gaining? "The parables, remembering the parables for
my mission .. Prepares me for my mission."

+ MG3

"I t 's where I'm supposed to be. I need to be learning
about the church. Here we learn about the scriptures
and look in depth into them." Gaining?
"Hel ps me
keep closer to the scriptures.
This year we reall y
I never thought about
1earned a lot about Christ.
Judas being a best friend of Christ .... "

+ MG4

"It's hard when you work all night and you're supposed
to be here at six.
But the atmosphere is good.
Gaining? " ... 1 know where the scriptures are."

+ MGS

"I enjoy it, I really do." Gaining? " ... preparing me
for life, for a tempI e marriage and maybe go on a
mission. You keep yoursel f c1 ean. "

- MDl

" ... when I was a junior I was president of the seminary
council, so I felt obligated [to go]. Then this year
I just didn't want to."
"I feel it's important, I
just never could go."

- MD2

"At first because I wanted to [go]. Then my parents
were making me go and I didn't want to anymore."
Waste of time? Yes, there was nothing exciting about
class, it was just boring, they said the same thing
over and over again.

- MD3 "Because my parents made me." Waste of time? " ... games
like shooting baskets seemed silly." What would keep
you attending?
"If I were interested."
Gain?
"Nothing, I'm not real big on the church."
+ MD4 "Because my friends were there."

Waste of time? "No."
Gain? "It helped me with goals and with standards."
Twenty

of

the

twenty-eight

students

interviewed

responded positively to questions pertaining to attitudes
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towards

religious

categori zed as

education.

While

all

graduates

having a posi ti ve at ti tude,

eight

thirteen dropouts conveyed negative attitudes.

of

were
the

The eight were

examined futher to determine whether they dropped out because
of their attitudes or some other cause.

A predominant thread

tieing thp.se dropouts together is the intimation that they did
not want to be there and there was some external pressure to
at tend.

"Because my parents made me" coul d likel y have

been

recited in unison by the dropouts considered to have negative
attitudes towards seminary.
was

~np.

student

The only exception to this chorus

who with uncommon candor

explained

that

al though he fel t i t was important, he "just didn' t want to
go."

He was the only student considered to be negative that

took complete responsibility for his feelings.

A glimpse of

this cae rei ve phenomenon perhaps was reveal ed by a student
who said "At first I wanted to go, then my parents were making
me go and I didn't want to anymore"
These

eight

dropouts

(MD).

also

were

assertions that seminary "was just boring"

united
(MD).

in
They

their
did

not believe they gained from their experience and overall felt
i t was a waste of time.

The problems with such claims is

determining whether the lack of learning was the cause or the
effect of a negative at ti tude.
boring class cause

Did outside pressure and a

the bad attitude or did the

precede the students' experience?

attitude

The data was searched for
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any evidence indicatinq the dropouts came in wi th a good
attitude.
One student did express that he did want to attend
unti 1 his parents began "making (him) go".

Another dropout

mentioned

donuts

that

she

fi lmstrips.

... (that)
attitude

She
could

was

liked

the

expressed

occasional

a

de::ire

to

have

and

"teachers

relate

to

teenagers".

Apparently,

her

dependent

on

the

appeal

was

teacher's

and

affected negati vel y when cl ass was not interesting.
other

dropouts

however;

the

m~ntioned

conflicts

influence on them.

with

enjoying
their

seminary

teachers

had

on
a

Two

occasion,
negative

An early morning dropout suqqested the

time of day affected her attitude.

She explained "when I was

a freshman I attended a school that had released time and I
had no problem with that" (ED).
any indication that their
for their discontinuation.

Only two of the eight gave
were solely responsible

attit~cies

One said "I reall y didn' t care"

(RD) and the other said "! just didn't want to go" (MD).
All of this would suggest that attitude is a factor
in seminary dropout; however it is rarely more than ancillary
to other factors.

Questions on

the survey at tempted

to

determine if the students began their seminary experience with
a positive attitude.

S~ch question~

could reveal more

the effect of attitude on attendance.

clo~el)
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Five of

the eight dropouts also revealed negative

outlooks on religion in general and the church specifically.
"I 1m not real big on the church" (MD) expresses well their
sentiment.

Questions

student religiosity.

on the survey

sought

to determine

Related questions sought to determine

whether the students uesired to be

faithful members of

th~

church, and how they valued religious education in general.
The fact that only dropouts were diagnosed as having
negative attitudes suggests that attitudes, however opaque,
have a role in seminary discontinuance.

To contrast the role

of negative attitudes on dropouts, the fifteen graduates were
examined for any negativism on their part.

Did any

of

the

fi fteen graduates express any negati ve attitudes towards thei r

experience?

Parental infl uence iotas also present wi th the

graduates; but was not described as a negative thing.

of the

released time graduates, the only negativism expressed at all
was towards students who didn't want to be there and teachers
who waste time getting started.

One student did describe his

experience as "boring but needful" (RD).
graduate fel t

"the

teacher

was

picking

One mixed program
on

(him]"

(MD).

Another said "there have been times when I thought it was real
stupid and I wondered why I kept coming last year" (MD).

Only

one early morning graduate mentioned one negative thing, there
were "some boring lessons".
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The

graduates

haci

teachers

that

were

not

all

interesting, parents who strongly encouraged attendance and
some boring classes.

However, negative comments about their

experience seemed to be the exception.
The five dropouts who were appraised as having good
attitudes provide additional insight on this subject.

One

student wanted to gain from her seminary attendance, but felt
her teacher was not allowing that to happen.

Another student

discontinued because he felt he had fulfilled the requirements
for seminary graduation in a foreign land.

Two students had

to discontinue seminary because of credit problems at the high
school.

One student enjoyed seminary but stopped coming

because an older friend of the family was constantly asking
him to attend.
All five

~tudents

seminary experience.

seemed to be positive about their

However, they all cited some external

factor (generally beyond their control) as their reason for
nonat tendance,

rather

than

a disl ike for

seJminary.

The

difference between this group and the eight negative dropouts
appears to be in the area of attitude.

The eight al so had

external factors that contributed to their dropping out, but
they did so with negative attitude towards seminary.
As convoluted as this might seem, a few conclusions
can be

drawn.

independent

of

1)

other

Student

factors;

attitudes are not

2)

students

that

generall y

complete
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seminary

will usually be positive about the experience; and

3) Those who discontinue seminary with a positive attitude
generally do so feeling that their dropping out is due to some
external factor beyond their control.
To more clearly i!olate the
seminary continuance,

questions for

role of attitudes on
the survey sought

to

discover how students approached their seminary experience,
and

whether

they

attempted

to gain

anything

participation in the seminary program.

from

their

These pre-seminary

questions attempted to reveal whether attitude was a cause of
seminary

discontinuance

experience.

or

The questions

an

effect

asked are as

of

the

follows

seminary
(unless

otherwise specified, the students were asked to mark ___Agree
___ Somewhat (agree ___ Not Sure ___ Somewhat Disagree ___ Disagree):

17.

I attended seminary because I wanted to.

30.

Before I attended seminary, from what I heard I figured
it would be a good experience.

36.

I feel I attended seminary with an eagerness to learn.

53.

I feel there is great value in religious education.

57.

I have a desire to be a faithful member of the church.

The larger (survey) sample of graduates indicates that
they attended seminary because they wanted to.

Table 3 shows

that the dropouts were less inclined to report they attended
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seminary because of their own

desire~.

with the smaller (interview)

sa.mple,

This is consistent
wherein the dropouts

revealed that their attendance was not entirely voluntary.

Table 3
Difference Between Graduates and Dropouts on
Question 17- "I Attended Seminary
Because I Wanted To."
Group

Number
of cases

Standard standard
Deviation
Error

Mean

Graduates

200

1.4150

.765

.054

Dropouts

60

2.6000

1. 475

.190

Note.
agree

=

2 -tail
Prob.

.000

Response values were as follows: Agree = 1, Somewhat
2, Not sure = 3, Somewhat disagree = 4, Disagree = 5.
This

shows

indirectly

that

bearing on seminary continuance.

initial

the students'

(described in table 4).

has

It is assumed that having

a desire to attend is an indication of attitude.
cl osel y addressing

attitude

Perhaps more

feel ings was question 30

This table demonstrates the dropout

students did not expect seminary to be a good experience to
the same degree that the graduates did.
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Table 4

A Comparison of Scores on Question 30- "Before I
Attended Seminary from what I Heard I Figured
it would be a good experience."
Group

Number
of cases

Mean

Standard Standard
Deviation
Error

2-tail
Prob .
. 002

Graduates

200

1. 7100

1. 064

.075

Dropouts

60

2.2667

1. 247

.161

Graduate students

expected seminary

to be a good

experience signi ficant 1 y more than the dropouts.

Student

expectations may more cl osel y isol ate at ti tude from other
variables and thus be considered a powerful indicater of the
role of attitudes towards seminary completion.
While the two former questions seem to indicate a
positive graduate disposition,

question

students'

interview sampl e)

defini tion

(from the

constitutes a good attitude.

36 addresses
of

the
what

Table 5 reveals that if the

students attended with an eagerness to learn, they would be
considered having positive attitudes.
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Table 5
The Difference Between Graduates and Dropouts
on Question 36- "I Feel I Attended Seminary
With an Eagerness to Learn."
Group

Number
of cases

Graduates
Dropouts

standard Standard
Deviation
Error

Mean

199

1. 8995

.969

.069

59

2.8305

1. 354

.176

2-tail
Prob.
.000

Again the graduates differed significantly from the
dropouts on this measure of attitude.
The dropout.s from the interview samp! e expressed a
negative attitude towards religion and the church.
53

sought

to

determine

if

a

similar

expressed by the surveyed dropouts.

attitude

Question
would

be

As shown in Table 6,

Graduates expressed a greater belief in the value of religious
education.

However, this may not reflect the attitude with

which they began their seminary career.
the result of their four year experience.

It could likely be
The dropouts may

also be expressing an outcome of their seminary background.
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Table 6
A Comparison of Graduate and Dropout Responses
on Question 53- "! Feel There is Great
Value in Religious Education."
Group

Number
of cas es

standard Standard
Deviation
Error

Mean

Graduates

200

1.1950

.498

.035

Dropouts

58

2.1897

1. 331

.175

2-tail
Prob.
.000

The students' desire to be a Laithful member of the
church

(question

religiosity.

57 )
Table

is
7

another
shows

that

measure

of

student

graduates

differed

significantly from dropouts with

.'·J.Hds to their desire to

be acti ve members of the chucrh.

Admi ttedl y this too may

reflect the result of their religious educational experience.

Tabl e 7
Relation Between Graduate and Dropout Responses
on Question 57- "I Have a Desire to be a
Faithful Member of the Church."
Group

Number
of cases

Mean

standard Standard
Deviation
Error

Graduates

199

1.1508

.539

.038

Dropouts

58

2.0172

1. 277

.168

2-tail
Prob.
.000
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Again the survey sample reflects the sentiments of the
interview

sample.

Church

faithfulness

would

logically

contribute to an individual's atti tude towards a religious
educational experience.

That this was at 1east a factor

related to attitude and subsequent seminary completion seems
e~ident

by the level of significance.
It is understood that post hoc analysis of attitude

is delicate, however, the stability of difference across all
questions is a powerful indicator that the two groups had
different attitudes towards seminary and religion in general.
These findings
that

similar to Rumberger's (1993) who found

a~e

29% of the dropouts

(from the National

Longi tudinal

Survey of Youth Labor Market Experience) cited dislike for
school

as

their

Ekstrom et al.

reason

for

also found

leaving

school

prematurely.

the most frequently

reported

reasons for leaving school were poor grades and a dislike for
school (1986).

Research Question 2:

External Factors

Earl y assumption of adul t rol es.

'fhe

interview

questionnaire did not directly address early assumption of
adult roles, or advanced educational opportunities.
several questions allowed for such

responses had

factors.

to

All

students

requested

However,
th~y

participate

in

been
the

interviews were, at the time of this study, in high school.
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One

did have a child;

stud~nt

however,

she returned to

seminary and was amonQ the graduates.
Each student was asked if they had a job.

If they

did, they were asked how many hours they worked every week.
Six graduates and six dropouts reported they do not work after
school.

The average work loads for dropouts and graduates

were respectively 14.57 and 18.2.

One graduate claimed thirty

hours a week, accountinQ for the higher average among the
latter group.

Apart from that outlier, there seemed to be

little difference between the two groups.
The resulting questions designed to ascertain whether
ear 1 y assurnpti on of adul t

rol es was a factor in seminary

discontinuance were:
10.

Are you graduating from high school this year? ___ yes

___ no,
7.

If no please explain_________________________

Did you work while in school?

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

No
Yes,
Yes,
Yes,
Yes,

0-5 hours a week
6-10 hours a week
11-20 hours a week
over 21 hours a week

In response

to

question

10,

two

graduates

and

7

dropouts indicated they were not Qraduating from high school
this year.
"explain"

This question was essentially invalid because the
portion

questionnaire.

was

inadvertently

left

off

the

final

One stUdent did mention that pregnancy was her

reason for discontinuing seminary.
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Ther~ w~s

groups with

not any appreciable difference between the

rp.;~~ds

to work.

They both averaged a work load

of 6-10 hours a week.
Outside support of others.

Outside support of others

was also sought indirectly from the interview sample.

In the

one case where outside influence was mentioned it had a very
negativE effect.
seminary?
H.

When asked "what would keep you attending

The response from an

MD was: "Less pressure from

Every time we went over to his house he would tell us we

should attend church.

It' s kind of like when your parents

tell you not to go outside then you want to go outside.

He

just pressured us all the time and we got tired of it."

The

survey probed this area more speci Hcall y.

The questions were

framed and discussed in a much more elaborate manner
under the research areas of

friends,

parents,

and church

leaders.
Peer associations.

It was assumed peer associations

play an important role in many students' decisions to attend
and continue

attending

seminary.

In the

ini;.erviews

the

subject was directl y addressed, using the foll owing questions:
3) How do your member friends feel about seminary?;

18) What

do your nonmember friends think about you at tending seminary?;
20) Does your best friend attend seminary? and 25) How do you
feel

your

Several

friends

influenced your

other questions

allowed

for

seminary attendance?
responses

concerning
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friends.

All of these were examined for their contribution

to the subject. When asked how their member friends felt about
seminary

(question

positive.

3),

the

responses were overwhelminqly

Nineteen students responded with comments such as

"I don't think they like getting up in the morning, but other
than that I think they like it" (ED).

Five students gave

neutral replies, such as, "A lot of them think they have to
come because their parents make them.
some I ike me want to come.

They complain a lot but

They want to be here" (EG).

Onl y

four students (two of whom enjoy seminary themselves) felt
their fri9nds found seminary to be a neqative experience ([EG]
"Some of them think it's hard to go because they have to get
up so ear 1y") .

Oni y two of the nine who were appraised as

having negative attitudes towards their seminary experience
fel t

their

friends

were not enjoying it.

This

contrast

apparently implies that students who discontinue seminary may
feel

they were

having

a different

experience than their

friends.
In response to question eighteen (What do your nonmember friends think about you attending seminary?) there was
a

noticeable

dropouts.

difference

between

the

graduates

and

Four graduates and eight dropouts indicated

the
their

friends responded negatively towards their attending seminary.
"Some thought it was a bit gay to take a religion class during
school and they harassed me a little but it didn't bother me"
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(MO), or "They think it's stupid, they think it's a waste of
time because I don't qet a credi t" (RG).

These nurnberl5 may

indicate nonmember neqativism could have an impact on seminary
discontinuance.
When asked "does your best friend attend seminary'?"
(question 20), seven dropouts and seven qraduates said "no,
because hel she's not a member."

These responses were compared

to the question elici tinq the nonmember friends'
about

attendinq

graduates

seminary

(question

with nonmember

best

18).

friends,

Of
only

thouqhts
the

one

seven
thouqht

neqati vel y about seminary attendance (assurninq, of course,
that the best friend also was referred to in question 18).
Of the seven dropouts, four also reported a negative reaction
from their friends in question 18.
When asked "How do you feel your friends influenced
your seminary attendance'?",
said

their

friends

were

four dropouts and one graduate

a neqative

influence.

An

distribution of five dropouts and five graduates felt

even
their

friends had a positive influence on their attendance.

The

remainder of the students described their friends' influence
as having no consequence.
Of interest were the questions that were not directly
related to friends.

When asked "What influenced your seminary

attendance the most'?" (question 17),

six students mentioned

their friends, and four of those students were dropouts.

In
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answering

qu.:~tiur, 0,,6

("Why did you at tend seminary?"), three

students mentioned their friends.

These students responded

consistent lyon question 17 and were part

of the six who

mentioned being influenced most by their friends.
Undoubtedl y, peers can have an impact on seminary
attendance.

The relationship is complicated.

The majority

of member friends are positive about it, even among dropouts.
Many who did not enjoy seminary, believed their friends did.
Nonmember friends of dropouts appear to think more negatively
of seminary attendance as compared to nonmember friends of
graduates.

The influence of a best friend's attendance may

be addressing the same question for graduates.

Four dropouts

believed their friends had a negative effect on them, and six
students mentioned friends as their greatest influence for
attending seminary.

The extent of this influence is unclear.

The extent of a friend's influence needs to be examined and
compared to other factors that impact seminary attendance.
To

verify

the

influence

continuance similar questions

of

friends

needed to be

on
asked.

seminary
The

students needed to be asked whether their friends are members
or not; how active their member friends are; how they feel
their friends influenced their enrollment and continuance in
seminary; and what inf 1 uence they bel ieved their nonmember

friends bad.

This lead to the following responses:
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13.

My friends were a major reason! enrolled in seminary

14.

I take seminary mainly because my friends are there

15.

Most of my member friends enjoy seminary

35.

My friends are active members of the church

37.

My friends are a major reason I continued to attend
seminary

38.

I would attend seminary regardless of what my friends
think

54.

My non-member friends never cause me to feel
embarrassed about attending seminary

55.

Most of my friends attend seminary

56.

I would rather choose my friends from among nonseminary students.

58.

My member friends all speak positively about seminary
In order to understand the contribution friends have

towards seminary completion, it may be helpful to

fir~t

look

at the questions that best describe the students' friends.
The graduates

and

the

dropouts

(from the

survey sample)

differed significantly in all four questions dealing with the
type of friends they had or preferred.

Graduates' friends are

more active members of the church (question 35, p

= .000),

more likely to

p = .000),

attend seminary (question

compared to dropouts' friends.

55,

and

The dropouts indicated they

are more likely to choose nonseminary friends (question 56,
p = .008).

'l'his

is similar to Schramm's findinqs

(1963)
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showing noncontinuing students reporting they would tend to
choose friends outside the seminary group more often than
continuing students.

Dropouts also marked that their friends

speak less positively about seminary.
The

two

questions

dealing

with

how

member

and

nonmember friends reacted to seminary revealed more about both
groups' friends.

The dropouts did not perceive their friends

as enjoying seminary (question 15, p

= .042)

graduates believed their friends were.
more

likely

to

report

their

embarrassment about at tending

as greatly as the

The dropouts were also

nonmember

friends

seminary (question

caused
54,

p

='

.033) .
Whil e both groups differed with respect to type of
friends and friendship reaction to seminary, nei ther

fel t

their friends were a significance influence on their seminary
attendance.

Both qroups indicated they did not feel

their

friends were the major reason they attended seminary (question
13).

This is consistent with their response to question 9

(The main reason I enrolled in seminary was ... ), wherein only
5 graduates and 2 dropouts listed friends as their reason.
They also did not feel their friends were the major reason
they

continued

to

attend

(question 37).

Likewise,

the

graduates and dropouts equally disagreed with the statement

uI

take

seminary

(question 14).

mainly

because

my

friends

are

there"
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From the foregoing one might conclude that although
each group definitely has a different friendship pool, the
inf 1 uence of those friends
However,

there

was

one

is believed to be negligibl e.
question

significantly different response.
statement:

tha.t

did

elicit

a

Graduates agreed with the

I would attend seminary regardless of what my

friends think (question 38, p = .000), whereas, dropouts did
not feel as strongly that their friends were not an influence.
It may

be dropouts

influence because
behavior.

are more keenly
it

required

aware of

a more

drastic

a

friend's
change

in

Some graduates undoubtedly have no idea what it's

like to attend seminary when their friends are opposed to it.
The dropout response to this questions reveals that friends
do have some inf I uence.

The fact that graduates reported

having active member friends and friends more positive about
seminary attendance makes it easy to believe that friendship
influence is less perceptible to the bolstered graduate.
Parel1tal
parental

infl uence.

It

might

inf I uence would be one of

be

presumed

the strongest

contributing towards seminary completion.

that

factors

And yet, at first

glance it appears those respondents, who cite their parents
as the reason for their attendance are most likely to drop
out.

Eight of the thirteen dropouts interviewed indicated

their parents were the reason they attended
parents made me"), but, only four of the

((MD)

fi£~een

iibecause my
graduates

---.-_.
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made any suggestion that their parents were part of their
attendance decision.

A typical response among these four is:

"I started because of my parents; now I come because I want
to learn more" (RG).

Ten graduates cited their own personal

desire as the reason they attended ([MO] "Basically because
I wanted to".

The following

chart depicts the

contrast

between graduate and dropout responses.

10
9
8
7
6

o
4

3
2

•

GRAD

Il!I

DROP

1

o
Parents Friends
wanted
to

Parents
and I
wanted
to

Figure 4. Graduate and dropout citation of parents as reason
for seminary attendance (interview sample).
From these responses, it would seem students who
claimed their parents as the reason for attendance were more
likely to discontinue seminary.
parental

inf I uence,

To draw such a verdict on

however, would be premature.

Perhaps

students who complete all four years at some point begin to
bel ieve they determine at tendance more than thei r parents.

-
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The response pattern to question four (How do you feel your
parents have influenced your seminary attendance?)
correctl y portray the parents' contribution.

may more

Twel ve of the

fifteen graduates acknowledged their parents as an influence
on thei r

seminary attendance.

One graduate

in a

1ater

question responded (contrary to her initial reply to question
four) " ... it must be the way our parents raised us" (MG).
Hence,

only

influence.

two

graduating

Their responses

students
were:

discounted

parental

"They basically let me

choose mysel:" (RG), and " ... They said I didn't have to come"
(HG) •

Interestingl y,

among

the nine dropouts who 1isted

thei r parents as the reason for attendance, four qual i fied
thei r responses to question four wi th something like "at first
they wanted me to go, but then it was like whatever I wanted"
(ED) or "they told me I should go and stuff, but that it was
my decision" (MO).
Looking at questions one and four together, one could
reasonably conclude that most students perceived their parents
as an influential factor in seminary attendance.
graduates

felt

their parents

seminary completion.
influenced

your

instructi ve.
parents.

the

major

reason

The responses to question 17

seminary

Three

were

However, few

attendance

graduates

and

the

most?)

one dropout

for
(What
are

mentioned

One graduate who had not mentioned his parents in
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answering

"Why

did

you

attend

seminary'?",

responded

to

question 17 wi th "I would probabl y say because my parents say
I have to, but once I'm here I really do it for myself because
I like it" (RG).

This perspective perhaps reflects best the

sentiment of most students, that their parents were perceived
as influential, yet the decision to continue

depended on how

they felt about the seminary experience or some other factor.
Since parental inf I uence was undoubtedl y a factor,
questions on the survey had to address the extent to which
percei ved

parental

attendance.
parents'

Beca~se

influence
the

contribution

i~terviewed

as

to

contributed

varying,

seminary

students described their
several

questions

were

developed to measure the extent of parental influence:
9.

The main reason I enrolled in seminary was
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

my friends were taking seminary
my parents wanted me to attend
I wanted to attend
my parents wanted me to and I wanted to attend
other (explain) ____ .

11.

I felt I had complete choice about my attending seminary

16.

My parents had a great influence on my seminary
attendance?

18.

My parents would not permit me to discontinue seminary
before seminary graduation.

19.

My parents encouraged me to enroll but then I attend
$~minary

40.

because I wanted to.

My family influenced my seminary attendance the most.
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59.

I would attend seminary regardless of how my parents feel
about it.

61.

My parents believe in the necessity of taking seminary.

One of the most consistent findings in this study was
the fact

that

dropouts cl aimed their parents as

the main

reason they attended seminary much more frequently than did
graduates.

Thirty-six percent of the dropouts, compared to

7 percent of the graduates,

designated their parents as the

main reason for attending (question 9).

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

•

GRAD

II

DROP

0.1

o
Parents Friends

Parents
wanted
and I
wanted
to
to

Figure 5. Graduates and dropouts compared on
they attended seminary (survey sample).
l\s assumed,

based on

the intervieH

th~

main reason

l:"esponses,

the

graduates believed their parents were a tangential influence.
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They did not ascribe their parents as the main reason they
attended.
Relating to parental influence was question 61 (My
parents bel ieve in the necessi ty of taking seminary).

In

Table 8 it can be seen that graduates more stongly felt their
parents believed in the importance of seminary attendance.

Table 8
Contrast Between Graduate and Dropout Responses
on Question 61- "My Parents Believe in The
Necessity of Taltinq Seminary."
Group

Number
of cases

Graduates
Dropouts

Mean

Standard standard
Deviation
Error

200

1. 2400

.738

.052

57

1. 9123

1. 353

.179

2-tail
Prob.
.001

What does it mean when dropouts perceive their parents
as hedging on their belief in the necessity of attending
seminary and yet
attended'?

It

describe them as

the major reason

they

is as though even those parents who beli eve

strongly in the program realize at some point their children
must choose for themsel ves.

This interpretation is consistent

with the responses to questions 11 (I feel

I had complete

choice about my attending seminary) and 59 (I would attend
seminary regardless of how my parents feel about it).

The
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graduates felt that they had more choice (p = .016) and that
they would attend regardless of parental influence (p

= .000).

However, as shown in Table 9, the graduates responded more
forcefull y than the dropouts that their "parents would not
permi t (them] to discontinue seminary ... " (question 18).

Table 9
Relation Between Graduate and Dropout Responses on
Question 18- "My Parents Would not Permit Me to
Discontinue Seminary Before Seminary Graduation."
Group

Number
of cases

Graduates
Dropouts

standard Standard
Deviation
Error

Mean

200

1. 2400

.738

.052

57

1.9123

1. 353

.179

2-tail
Prob.
.001

Questions 16 (My parents had a great influence on my
seminary attendance),

40 (My family influenced my seminary

attendance the most) and 19 (My parents encouraged me but I
wanted to attend) help clarify the data.
agreed

their

parents

and

family

inf 1 uenced their attendance,
qualified that influence,

Both groups equally

(questions

16

and

40)

but it was the graduates who

with,

"but

I wanted to attend"

(question 19, p = .000).
In sum parental
graduates and dropouts.

influence was

perceived

by

both

The dropouts were more 1 ikel y to
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claim their parents as the reason for attending.

They also

reported that their parents believed less in the necessity of
taking seminary.
dropouts'

However, this may be more reflective of the

rational

for

discontinuing.

Graduates

also

acknowledged parental influence; however, they qualified that
influence with their own desire to attend.

I t i s p I a us i b I e

to cone! ude that if a parent becomes the sol e reason for
seminary attendance,

the student has a high probabi I i ty of

dropping out.
Research Question 3: structural Factors
Type of Program.

Perhaps the most revealing question

wi th regard to the seminary program i tsel f was "Incl uding
seminary and your other high school
favorite

subject'?"

Among

the

cl asses what

numerous

your

seminary-devoted

students, onl y three mentioned seminary as their
cLass.

is

favori te

This is not an indictment of the program for many

graduated despite this opinion.

Apparently seminary did not

need to be a favorite class to ensure dedication by graduates.
However, it may indicate need for improvement.
Program type is a fairly straightforward issue, and
received a predictable response:

students in early morning

seminary

students in reI eased time

wanted reI eased time;

wanted early morning.

Those who were fortunate to have a

combination of the two were as likely to drop out; however,
they lacked a convenient excuse.

Two released time dropouts
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and three released time gr.aduates cited graduation credits
a major obstacle to seminary completion.
students except one
challenge) cited

program is

All early morning

(who admitted desire was his biggest

"getting up every morning" as their greatest

obstacle to completing seminary.
the

~s

offered

does

Apparently, the time of day
have

a

bearing

on seminary

completion. This prompts the following questions:
8.

What type of seminary did you attend?
a. released time, during school
b. earl y morning
c. both released time and early morning were offered
at my school.

60.

It

was difficul t for me to attend seminary because of

wh~n

it was offered.

The three types of seminary programs were represented
equall y by those who chose to respond to the questionnai re
(larger survey sample).

The response rates from the graduates

and the dropouts were similar for each program, as shown in
figure 6.

oropouts
Released time
Earlv morning
Mixed program

Figure 6.

73%
5%
22%

Gra duates
71%
4.5%
24%

Comparison of response rates for program type.
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Consistent with the interview sample, many dropouts
reported that attendance was difficult because of when it was
offered (question 60).

As shown in Table 10, class scheduling

was believed to be an issue for dropouts.
Table 10
A Comparison of Dropout and Graduate Response Scores For
Question 60- "It Was Difficult for Me to Attend
Seminary Because of When it was Offered."
Group

Mean

Standard Standard
Deviation
Error

2-tail
Prob.

199

4.2965

1. 238

.088

.000

58

3.3966

1. 664

.219

Number
of cases

Graduates
Dropouts

Pt'ogram offering times
challenge for dropouts.

were apparently more of

a

A more precise measure of program

schedul ing impact coul d be obtained from the year 1 y church
statistical reports.
this project.

These were not available at the time of

Regardless, in the opinions of the dropouts,

the time seminary was offered was an issue.
The seminary program.

When asked whether there were

some thiug3 about seminary that were a waste of time, fourteen
of the twenty-eight students interviewed responded "no", but
fi ve

of those

fourteen were drop

outs.

Four

additional

students suggested they enjoyed seminary, however, they were
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concerned about fellow students wasting time ([MG] "yes, when
there are people there who don't want to be there and those
who ask stupid questions").

Only one graduate was negative

about the pJ:'ogram i tsel f ([Mg]

"some of the

lessons

have

nothing to do with what will help me").
The comments from some early morning dropouts convey
the tenor of their feelings

"It's

just not like a class.

People are talking, people are in the bathroom doing their
make-up, putting curls in their hair,
waste"

(ED).

yes

"The whole hour was a waste.

didn't get much out of it.

it s kind of
I

a

Thinking back I

It was a waste of time, because

the teacher and students were not on the same plane.

It was

too early and the teacher wasn't appealing to a high school
student.

If

I

had

something out of it"
was a waste of time.
why go every day?
or something"

a good- teacher
(ED).

I

would have

gotten

"I thought seminary al together

I go to mutual and to church on Sundays,
To me I felt like I was being brainwashed

(ED).

It appears that when students invested four years on
seminary, they were likely to express satisfaction with the
pJ:'ogram.

Those who were for some reason estranged from the

program were
responses

less

likely to esteem it.

to qU""5tions 12

It is here

that

(Would you recommend to member

friends or relatives that they attend seminary?) and 13 (Would
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you

~ecommend

before

to

f~iends

g~aduation?)

a~e

or

that they leave seminary

~elatives

info~mative.

In response to question 12, only one student said they
wouldn't

recommend

seminary

to

other

member

friends

or

relatives, ("not particularly, it would be a decision they
should make and it shouldn't matter if I liked it or not"
[MD] ) .

All

othe~

graduates and dropouts would

seminary, believing that it has some value.

~ecommend

The three early

morning dropouts who felt seminary was a waste of their time
(quoted above)

answered,

respecti vel y:

"Yes,

maybe not my

seminary but maybe a dif ferent one ... "; Yes, because wi th a
good teacher they could have a good experience"; and "Yes, if
they are not too active in the church.

II

On question 13, only

one student said she would recommend leaving seminary before
graduation ("Yes, if they felt like it l::asn't doing anything
f or

them"

[MD]).

The

two

students

who

stood

apart

on

questions 12 and 13 conveyed basically the same attitude, that
it was other students' "business" to decide.
If the majority of students would recommend seminary
attendance, even some who thought it was a waste of time, what
would they change about

semina~y

if they could? (question 22).

If they could design a seminary program best for them what
would they include? (question 8).
attending seminary? (question 10).

And what would keep them
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The dropouts

sugge~ted

I

changes incl uded:

"make it

current", "make it fun", "change the people", "move it closer
to school", "teacher be more strict", "serve breakfast", "make
it later in the day", "make it before school", "my schedule
and

credits",

"make

it

early

morning",

interesting" and "read the scriptures,"

"make

it

:nore

If the dropouts could

design a program (question 8), they would include: "food, more
movies, , ,evenings instead of mornings";
"make it more like

"fun";

"lectures";

a classroom"; "more activities";

"have

everyone joining in"; "do it in the morning"; "before or after
school"; "games", make it interesting" and "re:ading scriptures
and fun and games,"
What would keep a dropout attending? (question 10):
"desire"; "if it were exciting and a challenge"; "if I were
interested"; "less pressure from H."; "if I felt I could learn
something"; "not so early in the morning";
night";

"released time

"if it were at

I would go for sure";

participation"; "good teachers and friends";

"more class

and "different

activitie~."

Synthesizing

responses

to

the

three

questions

regarding changing seminary programs, dropouts would make it
convenient to their schedule, more fun and more worthwhile.
On questions 8 and 22, the graduate responses differed only
slightly, in that five graduates would have liked to focus on
the scriptures even more.
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On question 10, (What keeps you attendinq seminary?),
the

graduates'

responses

are

quite

different

from

the

dropouts: "the scriptures seem excitinq to me"; "I like [the
teacher] a

lot";

"to learn";

teacher"; "I want to go";

I

like it"; "I have a good

"I enjoy it";

"the willpower to

learn"; "what you learn"; "relaxing atmosphere"; "I enjoy it";
"it's a break in the day and I enjoy it"; "my testimony of the
gospel" and "force of habi t. "

Thus, it appears the things

that would keep dropouts attending are the thinqs that keep
graduates attending.
looking for.

Some students find what all students are

How can one student enjoy the very class another

student hates?

One might infer differences in the teacher,

the student, the program or a mixture of the three.
When

looking

question was

at

the

program

"what did you qain?"

itself,

a

premiere

Beyond asking whether

students enjoyed it, there was a need to determine if they
thought

they

qained

anythinq

from

the

experience.

The

question utilized was "What do you think this seminary did
for you that will

be most helpful

to you in your

life?"

(number 11).

Four dropouts gave distinctive responses: "sel f

moti vation";

"taught me that I shouldn't qui t";

helped

me

through

the

day"

and

"taught

me

"sometimes
goals

and

standards." Four other dropouts said they gained nothing from
the experience, and the remaining said that it taught them
"more about the scriptures".

To the same question,

nine
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graduates mentioned a greater knowledge of the scriptures.
Two graduates said they were being helped spiritually, and
four others said: "things about life ... "; "discipline, getting
up in the morning"; "preparing for a mission" and

"preparing

for life and a temple marriaqe".
Whil e the

majority of students

did not

designate

seminary as their favori te cl ass, most students fe 1 t
gained from the experience.

I:hey

Many students expressed the

belief that a different program type (e.g., early morning
instead of released time)
seminary.

would have helped them continue

Although a few students characterized much of their

seminary experience as a waste of time, every student, except
one, said they would recommend it to their member friends and
relatives.

Only one student said she would recommend that a

friend or relative leave seminary prior to graduation.

The

very thinqs dropouts felt would have kept them attending were
the things graduates said kept them attending. All of this
data was distilled into the following questions:
1.

I will qraduate from seminary this year and receive a four
year diploma.

2.

True___

False___

I will not graduate from seminary but I will complete my
senior year in seminary

True___

False___

12. I understand the gospel more completely because of my
seminary experience.
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20. What I learned in seminary will help me be a better
person.
21. There were some things about seminary that I felt were a
waste of time.
22. I would recommend to member friends or relatives that they
attend seminary
23. I think seminary should be more interesting.
24. Seminary helped me spiritually in my high school years.
25. I would not change many things about the seminary program.
26. Most seminary lessons apply to problems faced by young
people today.
27. My seminary experience helped me gain a testimony of the
gospel.
33. To me seminary was a waste of time.
34. I found semlnary to be overall a worthwhile experience.
42. I disliked the fact that there were people at seminary
who didn't want to be there.
43. I think seminary should be more fun
44. I would have enjoyed getting more into the scriptures.
45. I feel my seminary experience gave me good missionary
preparation.
46.

I am living the gospel better as a result of taking
seminary
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47. If I desired to increase my spirituality, love for the

scriptures and feeling for my Heavenly Father, I would
feel seminary would be very helpful.
62. I feel most of the lessons applied to

my

life

63. I feel I gained a greater knowledge of the scriptures from
my seminary attendance.
64. My seminary experience helped me prepare for a temple
marriage.

The graduates believed to a greater degree (p = .000)
that

they

gained

from

their

seminary

experience.

They

designated as gains a greater understanding of the gospel
(question

12),

spiritual

help

(question

24),

help

in

developing a testimony of the gospel (question 27), missionary
(question 45), and temple marriage (question 64) preparation,
and a greater knowledge of

the scriptures.

The greatest

contrast, with regard to seminary benefits, between the two
groups was on question 46 (I am living the gospel better as
a resul t

of

taking seminary).

graduates

believed

teachings

of

attendance.

strongly

As Tabl e 11
that

they

were

the church bet ter because of

reveal s,

the

living

the

thei r

seminar y
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Table 11
The Difference Between Graduate and Dropout Responses on
Question 46- "1 am Living the Gospel Better as a
Result of Taking Seminary."
Group

Number
of cases

Standard standard
Deviation
Error

Mean

Graduates

200

1.6950

.892

.063

Dropouts

58

3.3966

1.450

.190

2-tail
Prob.
.000

When asked (question 47) "If I desired to increase my
spirituality,

love for

the scriptures and feeling

for my

Heavenly Father, I would feel seminary would be very helpful",
the graduates believed at a significant level (p
seminary would provide such gains.
response of the

dro~outs

average mean of 2.89)
Suggesting that

many

= .000) that

On this question the mean

was much higher (2.0 compared to the

than on the other "gain" questions.
dropouts

feel

seminary if they were so inc! ined.

they

could gain

from

Al though the dropouts were

s 1ightl y more inc! ined to agree wi th the statement, they sti 11
varied significantly from the graduates.

As

with

the

interview sample, graduates seemed to believe that seminary
was a very worthwhile experience.

The dropouts also agreed

they gained in the areas mentioned above (except on question
46), but not nearly
Echoing this

in

t~

the extent that the graJuates did.

question 34, the graduates felt strongly that
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seminary was

~overall

a worthwhile experience."

By contrast,

the dropouts were more inclined to agree that "seminary was
a waste of time" (question 33, p
things were a waste of time"

=

.000) or at least "some

(question 21, p

=

.048).

While the graduates did believe they would "not change
many things about seminary" (question 25, p = • 000), they did
concur

with

the

dropouts

that

interesting" (question 23, p
to a greater degree,

"seminary

= . 06)

could

be

The dropouts bel ieved,

that "seminary should be more

(question 43, p = .043).

more

fun"

The graduates "would have enjoyed

get ting into the scriptures more" (question 44, p

= . 017) .

The graduates also "disliked the fact that there were people
in seminary who didn't want to be there" (question 42, p =
.000)

Graduates and dropouts di iiered signi Hcant 1y (p =
.OOO) on questions 26 (Most seminary lessons apply to problems
faced by young people today)
applied to my life).

and 62

(I

feel most

lessons

The graduates were also more inclined

to agree that seminary was their "favorite clase" (question
20 p

= .000) and were more apt to "recorrunend to member friends

and relatives that they attend seminary" (question 22).
Of all the program-related questions, the groups were

similar only on their belief that seminary could be more
interesting (question 23).

Those who complete aii four years

appear to be highly in favor of the program, and those who
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tail to complete seminary may see the value of it, but to a
much lesser degree.
Teacher proficiency and rapport.
qualities

are

most

desirable

in

a

When asked "What

seminary

teacher?",

responses were fairly similar ([MG] tfSomeone who can have fun,
relax but also keep it under control and teach the gospel such
as the scriptures ... ").

Students wanted a teacher tfon the

level of the stucl.entstf (MD), someone who is tfexciting" and who
can tftalk to you and just be there" (RD).

Three graduates

also listed spirituality as an important teacher quality, and
enthusiasm was

al so mentioned eften.

Coroll ary questions

focused on whether students encountered this desirable kind
of teacher.
did

some

Did any dropouts have this kind of teacher, and
graduates

persist

despite

their

teachers'

shortcomings? Further questions incl uded whether professional
teachers fared better than volunteer early morning teachers;
did

students

drop

out

teachers; and how many

or
fe~t

continue

mainly

due

to

they had good teachers?

their
All of

these questions will be examined.
The responses were not always cl ear cut.

Asked "what

was your greatest obstacle to completing seminary?", one MG
responded "the teacher,
teacher sometimes".
Seminary teachers?",

the differences you have wi th the

When asked "how do you feel about your
the same student replied "good, some

days you wish you weren't here, but on the whole when I look
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back I like them."

Five students who specifically mentioned

their teachers did so in both positive and negative terms, but
six others talked about their teachers only in negative terms.
Four of these six were dropouts who attributed their lack of
completion to their teacher.
Eighteen students
teachers.

were

very

positive

about

their

Of interest were the early morning graduates, all

of whom spoke of their teachers in extremely positive terms,
("He made the Book of Mormon pretty interesting"; "I've had
four different teachers and I have learned different things
in different ways from each of them"; "I liked everyone of
them";

"I

feel

I had the best teachers through all

years ... "; "they have all been really good").

these

Only one early

morning dropout was positive about his teachers, while two
(mentioned above) were extremely negative and one ambivalent.
One might conclude that in an early morning situation, the
teachers are particularly crucial.
What were the attitlldr.-::.f
listed their

teacher as

the cause

towards seminary in general?
questions

analyzed

earlier,

the
of

four dropouts who
their

incompletion

From the other atti ':.uclinal
three

appeared to have negative attitudes.

of

the

four

students

Although their attitudes

may be attributable partially to their teachers, it is also
reasonable to speculate that teachers were not the sole reason
for dropping out.

For i'nstance one student cl aimed that
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"Brother F. is the main reason I am not attending right now"
(MO).

This student reflected a generally negative attitude

towards seminary.
main reason,

It

So, whi I e Brother F. may have been "the

it is not evident that he was the onl y reason

for this student's discontinuance.

The one student wi th a

positive attitude who claimed the teacher as her cause for
leaving, said "I like her as a person but not as a teacher
because she has no control of the class" (ED).

An interesting

side note is that as a result of this interview, this student
was offered an alternative way to make up her classes missed.
She did the make up work and qraduated from seminary this
year.

Her

credibi Ii ty

willingness
to

her

to make

claim

that

up
her

her

incomplete

teacher

was

lends

her

main

obstacle.
The majority of released time dropouts (4 of 5) were
very positive about their teachecs.
ci ted

The one teacher who was

as the reason for a student dropping out was al so

spoken of quite differently by another dropout ("Just getting
to know my teacher helped me a lot.

I just got to be really

good friends with Brother 5., he helped me get out of drugs
and made me

like myself a

little more" [RO]).

Only one

student attributed seminary completion to a teacher.

Did the

students have the kind of teacher they would like?

In the

main, they did, including some of the dropouts.

Released time

dropouts especially claimed other reasons for discontinuing.
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Did

some

qraduates

shortcominqs?

endure

in

spite

of

their

teacher's

Two who were negative and four who were

ambivalent felt they qraduated in spite of their teachers.
"Did professional teachers fare better than volunteer early
morninq teachers?"
of

students

who

The numbers were exactly even.
attributed

anythinq

to

The number

their

teachers,

positive or neqative, was the same for full time teachers as
for early morninq teachers.

Did students drop out or continue

mainly due to their teacher?

Three dropouts, cl aimed the

teacher as the main cause for discontinuinq, and onl y one
student cited a teacher as the reason
many feel they had good teachers?

_ .... ...
_

~,...

.....
.... 1 ........
.; ___
_ """"
_"Ie--.
_ w ....
•••

The majority did mention

them in a positive way.
The overall feelinq from the interviews was that the
students qenerally liked their teachers.
enjoy them, they at least tolerated them.
teacher was spoken of harshly.
reason for leavinq,
abil i ty.

it was in

If

they did not

No early mvrninq

If they were mentioned as a
regards to their

teachinq

It seemed that early morninq students appreciate

even the poorest teachers because of the price they pay to be
there prepared every day.

Two students tauqht by professional

(non-early morning) teachers spoke of them with disdain.

Both

instances appeared to be rooted in personality differences,
unrelated to the teachers' competency.
rather than

the rule,

These were exceptions

even amonq dropouts.

In sum,

as
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important as the teachers' role obviously is in the classroom,
they do not to appear to be the major reason students continue
or drop out of seminary.

The survey needed to examine the

extent to which students believed their teachers influenced
their seminary attendance.

Students needed to be asked if

their teacher met their expectations,

if they liked

their

teachers and if they felt their teachers had an influence on
them.

A few of the questions that follow were suggested by

the Church Educational
effectiveness

System review

is a major concern of

committee.
the system,

Teacher
and

the

questions were deemed consistent with the goals of the study.

28.

My seminary teacher made the scriptures exci ting to study

29.

Overall I really liked my seminary teachers.

48.

Seminary teachers need to be on the level of the students

49.

The reason I continued seminary was because of my
teacher.

65.

I feel I had a fun seminary teacher.

66.

I fel t I could share my problems with my seminary
teacher.

67.

I feel my seminary teachers were as qualified as public
·;·:h.)ol teachers.
The graduates liked their teachers (question 29, p

.000).

=

They described the teachers as fun (question 65, p =

.OOO), qualified (question 67, p = .000) and someone with whom

~----

--
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they could share their problems (question 66, p

= .000). They

also believed their teachers made the scriptures exciting
(question 28, p = .000).
asked question

49

However, as Table 12 shows, when

(the reason

continued seminary was

I

because of my teacher) the mean response was "not sure".
Table 12

A Display of Response Means for Question 49"The Reason I Continued Seminary was
Because of My Teacher."
Group

Number
of cases

Graduates
Dropouts

Mear,

Standard standard
Deviation
Errer

2-tail
Prob.

200

3.3200

1. 431

.101

.040

57

3.7719

1. 452

.192

The dropouts "somewhat disagreed" wi th question 49
(Table 12)

suggesting

that

neither

group

believed

teacher was a major reason to continue seminary.

their

Graduates

agreed with dropouts that "teachers need to be on the 1 evel
of the students" (question 48, p
Recruitment techniques.
directly addressed

recruitment

=

.124).

There were no questions that
techniques.

However,

two

students did mention what they felt should be done in that
area.

"I think we need to do an overall advertising job and

say seminary is not a blow-off class,

-------

-

-

because many freshmen
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come in thinking it is a joke.

The last two years it was

reall y easy, so when Brother F. came in and made us work
everyone got mad at him.

He has really gotten a lot of flack

from everybody because he has actually made us do something"
(MG) .

"Maybe more posi ti ve things shoul d be said about it,

like on Sundays.
During the

On Sundays we never hear anything about it.

youngc~

years more positive things should be said

about it so that they get it set in their mind that seminary
is great.

Once they have their mind set negative,

it's a lost cause.

I think

They're going to quit" (EG).

This prompted the following:
30.

Before I attended seminary, from what I heard I figured
it would be a good experience.

39.

I frequently hear mention of seminary in my church
meetings.

Question 30 was used in the attitude portion of this
analysls.

The responses indicated that graduates had a more

positive image of seminary presented to them before they
attended.

Both groups "somewhat agreed" that they frequently

heard mention of seminary in their church meetings (question
39) .

-
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Research Ouestion 4.
For
could

many

have

been

Church Related Factors

of

the questions,

a

response.

Priesthood

Only one

invol vement

question

directly

broached the subject. (Question 5) How do you feel your Blshop
and church leaders have influenced your seminary attendance?
This

question solicited mention

of

Priesthood

involvement

exclusively.
In responses to this question, ten students did not
think

thei r

church

attendance at all.
mentioned

leaders

inf 1 uenced

seminary

Eight students reported their Bishops had

seminary,

and

ten

students

believed

attendance was stressed in their wards.
mentioned that RG "President
L.n.S.

thei r

seminary

Two students also

Bensen's (The Prophet of

the

Church) encouragement has helped" (RG) and that "the

fact that the Prophet said I should go" (MG) was important.
It may be possible that Priesthood involvement and influence
is not

readily perceived and is felt primarily indirectly.
With the L.D.S. Church's emphasis on the priority of

religious

education,

believed the same.
students'

favorite

students needed

to

be asked

if

they

Whi 1 e seminary mayor may not be
class,

the

church's

the

influence would be

apparent if they believed it was their most important class.
These c::onsid..".-\\ ; "liS prcmpted the following:

31.

! attend

seminary because the Prophot

h~~

told

u~

to.
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32.

The Prophet's encouragement to attend seminary is the
major reason I attended.

39.

I frequently hear mention of seminary in my church
meetings.

41.

In my opinion seminary is the most important class in
school.

50.

My Bishop often stressed the impo=tance of attending
seminary.

51.

My church leaders influenced my seminary attendance
greatly.

Both graduates and dropouts tended to agree about the
church's influence on their seminary attendance.
"somewhat

agreed"

that

they

"heard

mentioned in church" (question 39,
"somewhat

agreed"

that

their

Both groups

seminary

frequently

p = .166).

They also

"Bishop often stressed

the

importance of attending seminary" (question 50, p = .485).
While there was a significance difference on question 51 (My
church leaders influenced my seminary attendance greatly), the
graduate mean (3.17) signified they were "not sure" and the
dropout mean indicated "somewhat disagree".

Nei ther group

attributed much influence to local church leaders in general.
In contrast, the Prophet's encouragement was marked
as a signific::lnt scurC2 of influence for thr' ;r.-ulu<ltcs.

dropouts "somewhat disagreed" while the

graduat~s

The

"snmewhat
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agreed" that "the Prophet's encouragement to attend (was] a
major reason [they] attended" (question 32, p

=

.000) and that

they attend "because the Prophet ... told [them] to" (question
31, p

= .000).

As seen in Table 13, the graduates also were

more

inclined

to

believe

that

seminary

was

their

"most

important class" (question 41).
T:lblc 13

Graduate and Dropout Responses Compared on Question
41- "In My Opinion Seminary is the Most
Important Class in School."
Group

Graduates
Dropouts

Mean

standard Standard
Deviation
Error

2-tail
Prob.

199

2.1809

1. 230

.087

.000

60

3.3 Z67

1. 426

.184

Number
of cases

This difference perhaps could be attributed to the
general

church emphasis

of

the importance

of

seminary.

Graduates seem comfortable ascribing influence to the Prophet
and the church in general.

However, it is impossibl e to

determine where general and local church influence part.
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CHAPTER 5
e.

CONCLUSION
Men give me some credit for genius. All the
genius I have lies in this: When I have a
subject in hand, I study it profoundly. Day
and night it is before me. I explore it in
all its bearings. My mind becomes pervaded
with it. Then the effort which I make the
people are pleased to call the fruit of
genius. It is the fruit of labor and thought.
--Alexander

H~milton

Introduction
L.D.S.

seminary

students

in

a

Southern

community were interviewed to determine their
continuing

or

experience.
and

and

Arizona.

their

reasons

religious

for

education

The responses of the interviews were reported

analyzed.

analysis

discontinuing

Arizona

A questionnaire
administered

to

was

developed

L.D.S.

students

from

that

throughout

The responses to the questionnaire were analyzed

quantitatively and reported in connection with the interview
data.
This summary will look at the conclusions drawn from
t.he dat.a.

These conci usions coupl ed wi th insights gained

through the interview-survey process will form the basis for
this

chapter.

The format will

follow

the four

research

questions framed in the introductory chapter of this project.
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Findings
The study was unable to find any difference between
seminary

and dropouts with regards to sex, race and

~raduates

socioeconomic status.

Both the interview and survey samples

demonstrated 1i t tl e variance in connection wi th these personal
characteristics.
general,

This runs contrary to dropout research in

where

race

and

socioeconomic

status

have

traditionally been factors in high school attrition rates.
In the area of academic achievement the findings of
this

study

juxtapose

interesting way.

most

hi~h

In general,

hi~h

school

research

in

an

school grades have been

good predictors of high school completion.

Barro and Kolsted

(1987) found that for "students in the lowest grade bracket,
less than D's, it is an exceptlonal achievement to earn a high
school diploma" (p. 46).
similar.

In this project the findings were

The qualitative supposition was reinforced by the

quantitative

data,

which

revealed

approximatel y one grade point
interviewed dropout

that

dropouts

perform

lower than graduates.

el oquentl y summed this

One

point with "I

couldn't see the purpose [of attending seminary] because it
wasn't mandatory to

~raduate,

like we didn't

~et

a credit.

On the other hand in all my other classes I didn't do too good
either."

Therefore, high school grades can be used not only

to identify at risk students in pub 1 i.e education, but they can
also be helpful in recognizing potential seminary dropouts.
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In

the

category

of

personal

characteristics,

the

strongest difference between the two groups was in the area
of attitudes towards religious education.

Although the post

hoc

the

measure

of

attitude

is

delicate,

overwhelming

significance across all pertinent questions suggests strongly
that students'
completion.

attitudes

are

a major

factor

of

seminary

Graduates not only anticipated seminary to be a

good experience, they also desired to gain more, and did gain
more than the dropouts did.
The

researcher

overwhelming

positiveness

interviewed.
collection

was

It
could

was

somewhat
of

suspected

have

the

resul ting attitude questions were
level, suggesting

graduates

that

restricted

surprised

at
who

the method

candor.

of

However,

the
were
data
all

significant to the .000

both graduates and dropouts viewed their

attitudes towards religious education as a major determinant
of seminary completion.

The graduates included themselves as

well as their parents as the reason they attended, but

the

dropouts disproportionate 1 y pointed to parents oni y;

this

distinction lends support to the argument that attitude is an
important variable.
Work,

advanced

educational

opportunities,

early

assumption of adult roles and outside support of others did
not

appear

attendance.

to

have

any

significant

bearing

on

seminary

Both interview and survey samples corroborate
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this

finding.

The extent

to which these factors

had an

indirect influence was not measured.
The responses from the interview and survey groups
with regards to friends were highly consistent.

Graduates and

dropouts differed with respect to type of friends and their
friends' reaction to seminary; however, neither believed their
friends were a significant

influence on their attendance.

Both groups indicated they did not believe their friends were
the

major

seminary.

reason

they

Likewise,

attended

the

or

graduates

continued

to

and dropouts

attend
equally

believed they did not take seminary mainly because their
friends were there.

Consistent with the belief that their

friends' influence was minimal, the graduates agreed with the
statement:
friends

I would attend seminary regardless of what my

think.

diverged.

It

is

on

this

point

that

the dropouts

They were not as confident as the graduates that

their friends would not be an influence.
The

dropouts

associations from

seem

to

two directions:

be

sensi ti zed
first,

from

negati vism, and second f rom member ost racism.

to
nonmember

One dropout

wrote on the questionnaire:
"I 1. oved my teacher but .... I thought the
people there were very snooty and I felt like
I only had one real friend.
It
was
embarrassing to be in the class.
I didn't
like the way that most of the people acted
like they were better than me and it has very
much effected [sic] my activity level in
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church all-together. A lot of the students
have a real maturity problem ... "
An interviewed student voiced similar concerns.
are

exceptions,

they

vividly

portray

how

While these

negative

peer

influence can be felt.
On the

other hand,

the

graduates

reported

having

active member friends and friends who were more positive about
seminary attendance, and yet. they were more inclined to feel
they would attend regardless of their friends.

Statistically

peer associations did not appear to be a factor.

The dropouts

did believe they were lnfluenced some by their friends.

This

experienced influence coupled with reported negativism from
their friends. suggests they may be more cognizant of peer
influence as it pertains to seminary discontinuance.
Both groups
parents

were

attendance.

in both investigations

important

components

of

bel ieved
their

thelr

seminary

However. it appears that if parents are the sole

reason a student attends, there is a high probability that the
student will not continue.

The parents of seminary graduates

somehow are able to convey a strong belief in the necessity
of taking seminary and at the same time communicate to the
student that the choice is theirs.

Notwithstanding, even with

this freedom of choice, the students understand their "parents
woul d not permi t [them] to discontinue seminary ... " (questi on
18).
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The graduates

seem

to

be saYlng

"I

had

complete

choice; however, if I chose not to attend, I might not feel
the same."
choice,

The dropouts, who in real i ty exercised complete

were more

control.

inclined

to

acknowledge

their

parents'

The puzzle is in the fact that dropouts acknowledged

parental infl uence and then disproved it by dropping out.
After discontinuing they learned the reality of whether their
"parents would not permi t [them] to discontinue seminary ... ".
The study was only able to measure perceived parental
influence.

As shown,

both groups.
opaquely.

par~ntal

influence was acknowledged by

The graduates perceive their parents' influence

The influence of parents who take their children

to church all their lives and then convey choice in a seminary
deClsion, will never be clear.

The dropouts experience the

extent of their parents' influence in finding and going past
the point at which parental influence no longer binds them.
With the interview population, there was no difference
in the dropout rates for the di fferent program types.

The

response

on

the

type

of

rates

questionnaire
program.

from

were

of

the

dropouts

equal

and

proportion

Early Morning

question.

for

each

These numbers provide no reason to believe program

type had an effect on seminary completion.
of

graduates

It

respondents

dictates

~he

small number

caution

with

this

is reccrt\l'iiencied that yearli' seminary statisl:ical

records be used in future studies to more accurately answer
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this question.

The dropouts did believe that "when seminary

was offered made it difficult to attend" (question 60).

This

may suggest that more liberal program offerings might decrease
dropping out.

However, with the equal proportion of dropout

responses from each program type, it is doubtful that expanded
program offerings would help much.
The graduates predictably differed from the dropouts
on questions regarding the seminary program itself.

without

exception, all questions asking whether the students gained
from their seminary experience, were answered quite positively
by

the graduates.

The graduates

believed they gained

a

greater understanding of the gospel, spiritual help, help in
developing a

testimony of

the gospel,

temple marriage preparation.

and missionary and

They also differed significantly

in their belief they were living the gospel better as a result
of their seminary attendance.
With the interview sample, the preeminent response to
questions probing what the students gained, was "a greater
knowledge of the scriptures".

This was impressive to the

researcher because even students who did not particularly like
their teachers, commented that they still had increased in
their knowledge of

the scriptures.

This is of

interest

because previous seminary dropout studies made little mention
of student gains in scriptural knowledge.
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In 1981 the Church Educational System made a shift in
~eac~ing

emphasis from a

oriented

cur~iculum.

conce~t

orientation to a scripture

At that time, Henry B. Eyring, then the

commissioner of the Church Educational System, predicted:
"I have a hunch, if you just want my
prediction, that four or five years from now
you will see more Latter-day Saint youth in
our classes pondering the scriptures, talking
about them wi th each other, teaching each
other from them, loving them, believing that
they really do have the answers to the
questions of their hearts... It is going to
take a miracle for young people to do that ...
It hasn't happened yet except in a few cases.
It's not the rule among our students, it's not
the rul e yet.
Therefore, you a!:'e talking
about a miracle ... " (1981).
The frequent mention of the scriptures by the students in the
interviews was the basis for question 63 ("I feel I gained a
greater

knowledge

attendance").

of

the

scriptures

from

my

To this query, 95 percent of the graduates and

62 percent of the dropouts agreed they did improve
knowl edge of

seminary

the scriptures,

~n

their

suggesting that the seminary

program is in accordance with the new curriculum emphasis and
this emphasis has become the rule rather than the exception.
If the seminary program is where the church wants it
to be, the crucial question is what effact does this have on
dropollts.

No

dropout

mentioned

too

scriptures as a reason for discontinuing.

much

time

in

the

They did believe

it should be more interesting (73\) and it should be more fun
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(67%) .

The graduates basicall y agreed on these two points.

The dropouts

were also more inc! ined to report

they

fel t

seminary was a waste of time.
These
content of
continuance.

dropout

the

concerns

program i tsel f

undoubtedly
has

show

that

the

an effect on seminary

In the same line of reasoning, if graduates did

not feel they were gaining from the process, surely many more
would have discontinued.
gains

must

at tendance.

be

Perceived spiritual and educational

considered

as

positive

Many dropouts did feel

influences

they gained;

towards
however,

these gains were perceived to be less substantial, compared
to the graduates.

To the degree the dropouts felt their needs

were not met, or the progLim

W~~l

waste of time, it must be

considered as contributing to their discontinuance.
Closely

tied

to

seminary program were
proficiency and rapport.

questions
the

on the

questions

effects

relating

to

of

the

teacher

The graduates liked their teachers

more than the dropouts did.
the graduates al ready fel t

While the dropouts sought fun,
their

teachers were fun.

The

graduates believed their teachers were as qualified as public
school

teachers.

They

fel t

probl ems wi th thei r teacher.

that

they could share

their

The graduates also bel ieved

their teachers made the scriptures interesting.

Graduates

agreed wi th dropouts that "teachers need to be on the 1 eve 1
of the students".

However, when asked whether the reason
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they

continued

seminary

was

because

their

teacher,

the

graduates' mean response was "not sure".
While teacher proficiency relates to recruitment,
the responses to the recruitment questions only indirectly
pointed to teachers' influence.

The graduates said they had

a more positive image of seminary presented to them before
they attended.

Both graduates and dropouts "somewhat agreed"

they frequently heard mention of seminary in their church
meetings.

The image perceived by the graduates

~nal

correspond

with their attitude towards seminary which seems to have an
effect on seminary completion.
Closely related to recruitment techniques is the area
of

Priesthood

responsibility
leaders.

involvement.
of

seminary

The

church

recruitment

on

the

places

the

Priesthood

Both groups agreed seminary was frequently mentioned

in church.

They also agreed their Bishop often stressed the

importance of at tending seminary.
references

to

Priesthood

Yet,

in spi te of these

encouragement,

neither

attributed much influence to local church leaders, but

group
the

graduates did believe the Prophet's encouragement influenced
their seminary attendance.

Conclusions
As with all dropout research, there does not seem to
be one single variable, that if manipulated, would solve the
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problem (e.g., improving teacher skills would not completely
eliminate dropping out).

This study did find factors that

appear to be more crucial than others.
appear

to

rapport,

be

peer

the

associations,

seminary

encouragement.

program

Significant factors

teacher

itself,

proficiency

and

the

Prophet's

However, students attended or believed they

would have attended even if these variables were wanting.
two

factors

that

appear

to

be

necessary

attendance and completion are students'
seminary and perceived parental

influence must

somehow be

intertwined with

conslstently

The

seminary
towards

Of these

two,

It appears that parental

attitude for that influence to be efficacious.
were

for

attitudes

inf 1 uence.

student attitude is indispensable.

responses

and

st~onger

and

the student's
The graduate
significantly

divergent from the dropout responses in these two areas.

The

entire study can be summed with question nine:
The main reason I enrolled in seminary was
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

my friends were taking seminary
my parents wanted me to attend
I wanted to attend
my parents wanted me to and I wanted to attend
other (explain) ______________________

The graduates remained consistent to the response "my parents
wanted me to and I wanted to attend" throughout both portions
of the study.
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Recommendations
It would be interesting to determine whether question
nine (the main reason I enrolled in seminary was ... ) has any
predictive

value.

A longitudinal

whether students who bel ieve

study

could

determine

their parents are their sol e

reason for attending should be considered at risk.

The study

could also determine whether freshmen begin seminary because
of their parents' influence, and at some later point in time
believe that their continuance ensues because of personal
desire.
It is recommended that the Church Educational System
continue to encourage parents
attend seminary.

It

~ould

to influence their youth to

be helpful if they could teach

parents how instill a positive attitude in their youth towards
seminary completion.
Another implication for the church is in regards to
grades.

Because high school grade point average also appears

to be a signi ficant factor rel a ted to seminary discontinuance,
the Church Educational
teaching approaches
students.
seminary

System shoul d consider al terna ti ve

for "at

risk"

(identified by G.P.A.)

Low performing students undoubtedly perceive their
experience

experience.

as

similar

to

their

high

school

Their educational failures may be task specific.

A drasticall y di vergent approach, something akin to vocational
education, may break them from a school-failure syndrome.
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This study also has

di~ect

implications

fo~

Parents apparently need to stress the importance of

pa~ents.
~eligious

education, and to convey to their children a belief in the
necess i t y of taking seminary.
st~ive

It

is reco;nrnended that they

to influence their youth while at the same time allow

choice in the seminary decision.
and yet, not

pe~mit

They need to allow choice

seminary discontinuance.

as this may seem, it can

pe~haps

As

best be summed by one student

who said "The issue of not going

neve~

came up. I

I'm not going, so my parents never had to say:
~ble

to

us~

the

ca~.

cont~adictory

neve~

said

You won't be

It was always just something you do in

our famil y" (MG).

Summary
This chapter examined the results of the qualitative
interview and quantitative survey which sought to determine
the reasons for LOS seminary completion and discontinuance.
The data of the two

app~oaches

was summarized.

Conclusions

were drawn from the in.tegration of the data coulped wi th
insights

gained

throught

the

interview-survey

Recommendations were made for future research.
~ecommendations

process.

Oganizational

and parental implications were also given.
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APPENDIX A

Letter To Students
Dear Student:
~.s

a member vi:"

February 14, 1989
fui:rn~i."

ITl~i"flb~t

uf d. S6~'lil'i:lri"

class,

we would

like your help. The Church is constantly trying to impcove
its educational system. We are trying to determine why some
students complete four years of Seminary while others do not.
We would like to talk to you, at your convenience, to get your
feelings on this matter. Few students have been selected for
this survey, therefore your involvement is much needed.
Please return the enclosed card indicating whether or not you
are willing to participate.
If you are willing to
participate, you will receive a call to set up a time and a
place for the interview. It will take approximately one half
hour.
~ll
of your responses will be kept strictly
confidential.
Thank you for your help in this matter.
Sincerely,
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APPENDIX B
Approval From LOS Church Education System

Church
Educational
5:,1,,/,.1/ A ?~~::-Sl!1!
1!'~'t.·:.1tL· (..)m,"!S~il..'nl.~

'larch 29, :389
Jear CES

Collea~ue:

:he encl~sed request for LnformatLon on sen Lor semLnary students and
those ~no have dlscontLnued seminary has been approved bv us to nelp study
the problem of selllnary orop-outs. Steve Fothe!"Ln~halll ,s :onduct~n~ tillS
study as part of hlS Clissertatlon.
:'hiS resear,:h IoIL1: help 'JS underst~d better the
!ace that :ause them to leave seminary early.
ije would appreciate your cooperation
possible.

~Lth

,:nallen~es

students

these requests as soon

Sincerely.

3tanley ., ?eterscn

15
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APPENDIX C
Approval From LOS Arizona Area Office

JfEJfORANDUM

TC:

Seminary Principals in Arizona

FROM:

Charles B. Becken, U.S. Arizona Area Director

DATE:

}(arch 30. 1989

RE:

Sreve Forheringham Doctoral Study

[ ... oldd iike 10 t!.rpress apprec:anon on behalf of Sle\e and rhe Church
EJuc:monal Srsrem for YOllr wIllingness to panicipare in rhlS srudy. We are
.... are oj (Ize arm rIme It reqwres btl( !".!td (hO! ;'1ndings wuI jusnfy (he effen.
This ~ ,enaUlfy a second mzle effon on your pan. and mav you be blessed
::Jr :I:~ sen Ice. This sntdv has (ile full approval and aurilon:arion oj (ne
Ct!nrraf Office and rile Area Office. We .... ould do 11 jor any oj .1'01, Ii YOlt
"ere :/1 S{e~'e S slwanon.
;i!anK.s. :n advance. for YoLtr help.
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APPENDIX D
Interview Questionnaire
1.

Why do/did you attend Seminary?

2.

what has been your greatest obstacle to completing
Seminary'?

3.
4.

How do your member friends feel about Seminary?
How do you feel

your parents have influenced your

Seminary attendance?
5.

How do you feel your Bishop and church leaders have

influenced your Seminary attendance'?
6.
7.

How well do you do in school?
Are there some things about Seminary that you feel

are/were a waste of time?
8.

Explain.

If you could design a daily Seminary program that would
be best for you, what would you include?

9.

Do/did you ever think of dropping out of Seminary'?

Why'?

Why not?
10. What keeps/would keep you

att~nding

Seminary?

11. what do you think this Seminary is doing/did for you

that will be most helpful to you in your life?
1'.

Would you recommend to member friends or relatives that
they attend Seminary?

Why?

13. Would you recommend to member friends or relatives that

they leave Seminary before graduation?

Why?
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14. what do you think could be done to keep students in
Seminary?
15. What are some things you like to do after school?
16. How do you feel about your Seminary teachers?
17. what influenced your Seminary attendance the most?
18. What do your non-member friends think about attending
Seminary?
19. What do your brothers or sisters think about attending
Seminary?
20.

Does/did your best friend attend Seminary?

Why?

21.

Do/did you work while in school?

22.

What would you change about Seminary if you could?

23.

Including Seminary and your other high school classes
what is your favorite subject?

24.

Describe your feel ings about school.

25.

How do you feel your friends influenced your Seminary
attendance?

26.

What things would you encourage your friends to try to
get out of their Seminary attendance?

27.

What attitudes on behalf of your friends would you
recommend they bring to Seminary?

28.

What quallties are most desirable in a Seminary

teacher?
29.

What student characteristics are most likely to promote
Seminary continuance?
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APPENDIX E

Second Ouestionnaire
1. I will graduate from seminary this year and receive a four
year diploma. True____
~alse ____
2. I will not graduate from seminary but I will complete my
senior year in seminary
True____
False ____
3.

Male _ _

Female

4. which of the following best describes your high school
grades? (MARK ONE)
Mostly A___
About half A
Mostly B___
About half B
Mostly C__
About hal f C
Mostly D___
Mostly below
5.

and half B--and Half C--and Half D--D_

what is your race? (MARK ONE)
Black_
White ___
Hispanic or Spanish___
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian or Pacific Islander ___
Other ___

6.
American families are divided below into three equal
groups according to how much money the family makes in a year.
Mark the oval for the group which comes closest to the amount
of money your family makes in a year. (MARK ONE)
1/3 of American fami lies make: $11,999 or less ..... _
1/3 of American families make: $12,000 to $19,999 .. _
1/3 of American families make: $20,000 or more .... _
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7.

Do you work while in school?
A. No
B. Yes, 0-5 hours a week
C.
Yes, 6-10 hours a week
D.
Yes, 11-20 hours a week
E. Yes, over 21 hours a week

8.

What type of seminary program was offer~d to you?
a. released time, during school
b. early morning
c. both released time and early morning

9.

The main reason I enrolled in seminary was
a.
b.
-..

d.
e.

my friends were taking seminary
my parents wanted me to attend
I wanted to attend
my ~arents wanted me to and I wanted to attend
other (explain) ___

10.

Are you gr~duating from high school this year?_yes _no
If no please explain___________________

11.

I felt I had complete choice about my attending seminary.

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure_Somewhat Disagree _Disagree
12.
I understand the gospel more completely because of my
seminary experience
_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure_Somewhat Disagree _Disagree
13.

My friends were a major reason I enrolled in seminary

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
14.

I take seminary mainly because my friends are there

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
15.

Most of my member friends enjoy seminary

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
15.
My parents
attendance?

~---

had

a great

influence

on

my

seminary
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_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
17. I attended seminary because I wanted to
_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree

lB. My parents would not permit me to discontinue seminary
before seminary graduation.
_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure

_Somewha~

Disagree_Disagree

19.
My parents encouraged me to enroll but then I attend
seminary because I wanted to.
_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
20.

Seminary was my favorite class.

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
21. There were some things about seminary that I felt were
a waste of time.
_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagr.ee
22.
I would recommend to member friends or relatives that
they attend seminary
_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
23.

I think seminary should be more interesting.

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
24.

Seminary helped me spiritually in my high school years.

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
25.

I would not change many things about the seminary program

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
26. Most seminary lessons apply to problems faced by young
by young people today.
_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
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27.

My seminary experience helped me gain a testimony of the

gospel.
_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
28.

My seminary teacher made the scriptures exciting to study

Agree_Somewhat agree_ Not sure_ Somewhat disagree_ disagree
29.

Overall I really liked my seminary teachers.

Agree_Somewhat agree_ Not sure_ Somewhat disagree_ disagree
30. Before I attended seminary, from what I heard I figured
it would be a good experience.
Agree_Somewhat agree_ Not sure_ Somewhat disagree_ disagree
31.

I attend seminary because the Prophet has told us to

Agree_Somewhat agree_ Not sure_ Somewhat disagree_ disagree
32. The Prophet s encouragement
major reason I attended.
t

to attend seminary is

Agree_Somewhat agree_ Not sure_ Somewhat
33.

disagre~_

the

disagree

To me seminary was a waste of time.

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure_Somewhat Disagree _Disagree
34.

I found seminary to be overall a worthwhile experience

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure_Somewhat Disagree _Disagree
35.

My friends are active members of the church

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
36.

I feel I attended seminary with an eagerness to learn.

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure_f/omewhat Disagree _Disagree
37.
My friends are a major reason I continued to attend
seminary
_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
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38.
I would attend seminary regardless of what my friends
think
_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
39.
I frequently
meetings

hear mention of seminary in my

church

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
40.

My family influenced my seminary attendance the most.

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
41.
In my opinion seminary is the most important class in
school
_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
42. I disliked the fact that there were people at seminary
who didn't want to be there.
_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
43.

I think seminary should be more fun

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
44.

I would have enjoyed getting more into the scriptures.

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
45.
I feel my seminary experience gave me good missionary
preparation.
_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
46.
I am living the gospel better as a resul t
seminary

of taking

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
47. If I desired to i:lcrease my spirituality, love for the
scriptures and feeling for my Heavenly Father, I would feel
seminary would be very helpful.
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48.

Seminary teachers need to be on the level of the students

Agree_Somewhat agree_ Not sure_ Somewhat disagree_ disagree
49.
The
teacher.

reason

I

continued seminary

was because

of

my

Agree_Somewhat agree_ Not sure_ Somewhat disagree_ disagree
50.
My Bishop often stressed the importance of attending
seminary.
Agree_Somewhat agree_ Not sure_ Somewhat disagree_ disagree
51.
My church 1 eaders
greatly

inf 1 uenced my seminary attendance

Agree_Somewhat agree_ Not sure_ Somewhat disagree_ disagree
52.
I gained a greater knowledge of the scriptures
seminary

from

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure_Somewhat Disagree _Disagree
53.

I feel there is great value in religious education

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure_Somewhat Disagree _Dlsagree
54. My non-member friends nsver cause me to feel embarrassed
about attending seminary
_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
55.

Most of my friends attend seminary

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
56. I would rather choose my friends from among non-seminary
students.
_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
57.

I have a desire to be a faithful member of the church.

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
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58.

My member friends all speak positively about seminary

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
59. I would
about it.

att~nd

seminary regardless of how my parents feel

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
60.
It was difficult for me to attend seminary because of
when it was offered.

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
61.

My parents believe in the necessity of taking seminary.

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
62.

I feel most of the lessons applied to my life

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat

Disag~ee_Disagree

63.
I feel I gained a greater knowledge of the scriptures
from my seminary attendance.
_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
64.
My seminary experience helped me prepare for a temple
marriage.

_Agree _Somewhat Agree _Not Sure _Somewhat Disagree_Disagree
65.

I feel I had a fun seminary teacher.

Agree_Somewhat agree_ Not sure_ Somewhat disagree_ disagree
66.
I fel t
teacher.

I could share my

problems

wi th my

seminary

Agree_Somewhat agree_ Not sure_ Somewhat disagree_ disagree
67. I feel my seminary teachers were as qualified as public
school teachers.
Agree_Somewhat agree_ Not sure_ Somewhat disagree_

disag~ee
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APPENDIX F
Approval for Second Questionnaire

F"-:::ther ~~h81n
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